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Chapter 1: Introduction

Retailers have been challenged by product returns for decades. While the re-

turn rate for brick-and-mortar retailers averages around 8% to 10%, it can exceed

30% in certain categories for online retailers. In 2020, $760 billions worth of pur-

chased merchandise were returned. The cost associated with returns is not limited

to the lost sales. The additional labor cost required for inspection, repackaging

and restocking the returns are some of the additional costs if the returned mer-

chandise is resalable. Furthermore, in many cases, the retailer has to expedite the

re-stocking and re-shipment of returns due to seasonality of products and limited

opportunity for re-selling. Given the inherent uncertainty in product fit, especially

in an E-commerce environment, returns are an organic and essential part of these

businesses. However, managing the excessive and in some cases opportunistic re-

turns and controlling return policy abuse as well as employing more efficient pricing

strategies can go a long way in controlling returns and thereby improving the mar-

gins for retailers.

Majority of the recent studies regarding product returns and their causes

mainly view product returns as an aftermath of purchases, therefore seek to find

solutions to this problem by proposing approaches to find the best return policy for
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retailers [1, 2, 3]. Retailers, on the other hand, are in a constant move towards a

more customer-friendly shopping experience. Most of the times this appears as a

generous return policy, allowing customers to return unwanted items, free of any

charges, over a specified or in some cases such as Nordstrom over an unlimited

time window. Given the competitive pressure as well as value of retaining existing

customers by providing them with smooth shopping experience, it seems that the

lenient return policies are here to stay hence making it increasingly essential for

retailers to find alternative solutions for better managing their returns. In this dis-

sertation, we identify two leavers other than the retailer’s return policy design that

influences customer’s return behavior. We find that the retailer’s shipping policy

design, specifically their choice of shipping fee and free shipping threshold, as well

as their markdown strategy in terms of type of discount and selection of assortment

of discounted items significantly impacts customers’ return behavior.

In the first essay, we analyze the impact of an online retailer’s shipping policy

on customers’ demand and product returns. In recent times, online retailers world-

wide have increasingly explored enticing customers to their online retail stores by

offering contingent free-shipping (CFS) options. Under a CFS policy, a customer

receives free shipping contingent on her order value meeting (or going above) a

threshold amount; if not, the customer pays a shipping fee. A retailer faces intricate

challenges in designing a CFS policy. An effective CFS policy needs to reflect the

induced customer responses that are shaped not only by its terms—threshold and

shipping fee [4, 5, 6]—but also by the purchasing context’s aspects such as pur-

chase channel features [7] and product assortment [8]. Our paper aims to expand
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the purchasing-context considerations in setting up a CFS policy by unraveling its

relationship with the retailer’s returns policy, a known key influencer of customers’

purchasing behavior [9]. Specifically, we investigate whether the retailer’s return

process, and the associated customers’ ease-of-return experience, significantly mod-

erates the customers’ induced response to a given CFS policy.

A customer’s response to a given CFS policy depends on how her natural

demand size compares with the policy’s threshold (natural demand is the customer’s

order size if offered unconditional free shipping). Consider a retailer that sets a CFS

policy with a threshold of $100 and shipping fee of $5 and who faces a customer

whose natural demand results in an order of value $110. In this case, the customer

incurs zero shipping fee when ordering her natural demand as her order size meets

the free-shipment threshold; effectively, the CFS policy terms do not affect the

customer’s order size. In comparison, if the natural demand is for an order of value

$80, she would incur the $5 shipping fee. Faced with this shipping fee, the customer

may decide to pad up her current order so that the combined order size meets the

free-shipment threshold and avoid the shipping fee. We refer to the latter customer

response as order padding.

From the retailer’s standpoint, the customer’s order-padding response to its

CFS policy has both advantages and disadvantages. The customer may pad her

current order with real demand by adding more items or buying more expensive

items to meet the threshold. In such cases, order padding can be beneficial to

the retailer as it increases the customer’s spend for the same shipping cost to the

retailer, thus economizing the logistics cost. In contrast, the customer can also
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inflate her current order with the spurious purchase of items, either intentionally or

due to last-minute impulse additions, that are later returned. Such order-padding

instances have negative implications for the retailer’s financial status. We refer to

these as bubble purchases.

Faced with the customer responses described above, the retailer strives to de-

sign a CFS policy so as to swell the order-padding instances but, at the same time,

abate the presence of bubble purchases. The search for such a policy is further en-

tangled by the retailer’s returns policy which is typically an artifact of wider firm-

and market-level factors, including competition and customer relationship manage-

ment policies designed to manage longer term customer engagement [10] (we refer

readers to Abdulla et al. [1] for a comprehensive review of factors that shape returns

policy). Intuitively, a frictionless (convenient) returns process shall serve as an ad-

ditional inducement to engage in order padding and also bubble purchases. When a

customer’s natural demand is below the CFS threshold, a convenient return process

can encourage a customer to pad up her orders with items she may not be certain

of keeping. Conversely, a return process with (even modest) inconveniences may

introduce impediments to order padding as well as bubble purchase inclinations. In

such cases, the customer must trade off the benefits of crossing the threshold to get

free shipping, with the inconvenience of returning the items later. Motivated by

these observations, we seek to address the following three questions in this paper.

Does the return process significantly moderate the customer responses (namely, or-

der padding and bubble purchases) to the CFS terms? What is the cost of ignoring

the role of return process in shaping customer responses to given CFS terms? How
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should a manager realign the selection of CFS terms to reflect the return process?

We empirically study the first question. Using the obtained estimates we perform

counterfactual analyses to answer the last two questions.

To answer these questions, we collaborate with a retailer who switched across

multiple CFS policies over time. The retailer implemented three CFS policies dur-

ing our study period which differed in either the free-shipment threshold or the

imposed shipping fee on below-threshold orders. These policy changes were not

pre-announced to the customers, and occurred in comparable selling periods. Effec-

tively, these policy switches induce a series of quasi-natural experiments, with one

step-change in CFS policy’s terms, that provide exogenous shocks to a customer’s

purchase behavior. In each of the three CFS policies, the CFS policy terms remained

invariant across all markets. For product returns, the retailer implemented a 30-day

returns policy throughout the study period. The returns process, however, differed

across markets in terms of customers’ ease in shipping back returns. Specifically,

the retailer offered a free pickup option from a customer’s chosen location (typi-

cally their home) in some markets, while in other markets the customers incurred

a modest inconvenience of self-posting the returns. Customers who self-posted re-

turns were compensated a fixed amount towards the postage cost. Our empirical

strategy builds on the quasi-natural experiments induced by these switches, and

location-based variation in the retailer’s returns policy.

We find, that in markets with pickup service for returns, customers pad 15.7%

to 23.0% of below-threshold demand, and that 2.9% to 18.5% of these padded orders

are bubble purchases. Interestingly, we find that, in markets without pickup service
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and therefore modest inconveniences in the returns process, the beneficial order

padding is prevalent (13.2% to 20.3%); however, bubble purchases are altogether

eliminated.

We use counterfactual analyses to quantify the retailer’s loss if he ignores ease-

of-return’s moderating role in designing CFS policy. Using the obtained estimates,

we find that the retailer would incur a substantial 2.7 times increase in bubble

purchases (59.6% vs 16.1%) and a 13.2% loss in profitability if the without-pickup

markets’ optimal CFS policy was adopted in the otherwise similar with-pickup mar-

kets. We further examine how a retailer should adjust CFS terms in accordance

with the leniency of their return policies. While at first blush, we might expect a

stringent CFS policy to be more appropriate in a convenient ease-of-return setting,

we find the opposite to be true. Although a stringent CFS policy does increase bene-

ficial order padding by customers, it also exposes the retailer to a much higher share

of bubble purchases in the convenient return environment. Thus, to our surprise,

we find that a lenient (resp. stringent) CFS policy outperforms a stringent (resp.

lenient) policy in a convenient (resp. inconvenient) returns-policy environment. Our

study documents a novel determinant of optimal CFS terms: ease-of-return expe-

rience. To reflect its impact on the CFS policy’s embedded trade-offs, a manager

shall apply the following counterintuitive adjustment; set lenient (resp. stringent)

CFS terms when the customer return process is convenient (resp. inconvenient).

In the second essay, we study the impact of retailer’s price markdowns strate-

gies on customers purchase and return behavior. Price promotions and markdowns

are among the most commonly used tools in retail for promoting sales. The im-
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pact of these pricing strategies on sales and customers’ purchasing behavior has

been extensively studied in marketing literature [11]. From an operations man-

agement perspective, the inventory implications of such pricing activities has also

attracted researchers’ interest [12, 13]. In recent years, there has been a growing

body of literature which focus on the role of discounts on customer’s purchase deci-

sion [14, 15, 16]. However, little attention has been given to the potential impact of

a retailer’s pricing decisions on product returns. The missing link in these studies

is the impact that different pricing strategies might have on product returns which

eventually determines the final sales for retailers.

Although they are costly during the entire season, returns are even more costly

towards the end of the selling season, when there is limited opportunity for selling

the products and retailers do not desire products coming back their way. Specially

during markdowns, the retailers reduce prices to move as much products as possible

to the customers, therefore, any product returning back to the retailer’s warehouses

or stores tends to be more costly given the shorter window to resell it. Majority

of retailers, alongside the scholars, have been exploring the techniques and tools to

move as much products as possible to the customers, with scant attention to the

return process. When designing the markdown strategies, retailers evaluate different

approaches for price reduction such as regular discounts or bundle discount. A

regular discount is presented to customers as a percentage of price to be deducted

from item’s listed price whereas the bundle discount is presented as a price deduction

conditional on purchase of a combination of specific products determined by the

retailer. Therefore, customers are required to spend more money with the retailer to
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qualify for a bundle discount. Retailers also consider the combination or assortment

of items they plan to offer at markdown prices which itself can be a decision variable

for the retailer. All these elements combined, determine how the sales would look

like for the retailer. However, the consequence of such markdown strategies on

product returns and the actual sales after product returns which determines the

performance of a policy has been neglected for long.

In this study, we explore whether different markdown strategies affect product

sales and returns differently. We also explore the key reasons contributing to such

differences and identify settings where retailers should prefer one markdown type

to the other. Finally, we study how considering product returns can change the

retailer’s preferred markdown strategy and the implications of markdown strategies

that are designed ignoring returns. To answer our research questions, we have

partnered with one of the largest apparel retailers in Turkey to study the impact

of bundle and regular discounts on customers’ purchase and return decisions. The

retailer has offered regular and bundle discounts during multiple weeks in markdown

period. The regular and bundle discount is offered on a large subset of products,

with varying discount depth and timing of markdown. We discover that pricing

strategies can change consumer’s behavior not only at purchase stage, but also when

they decide to keep or return a purchased product which eventually has significant

implications for the retailer’s bottomlines. We find that return rate for products in

the retailer’s most popular category which are offered at a bundle discount decreases

on average by 7% to 24% for 10% to 40% bundle discount compared to returns of

the same products if purchased with a regular percentage discount at simiar depth.
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Such reductions in the return mean additional 1.0 to 2.6 million Turkish Lira (TL)

worth of merchandise that are kept by the customer.

We find that both regular and bundle discounts improve the sales quantity

compared to the no-discount case, through promoting more single item purchases

for regular discount and switching from single item to purchase of more items for

bundle discount. However, our goal is to understand under what circumstances one

type of discount performs better than the other and how this performance changes

with respect to returns. Product returns happen due to multitude of reasons such as

items being defective, fit uncertainty or mismatch with customer’s preferences after

experiencing the product [1]. In the brick and mortar retail setting, where customers

have the chance to evaluate item’s fit and resolve the uncertainty around it, valuation

update for the items post-purchase seem to be the most relevant reason for returns.

The valuation update may be simply because of customer’s changing their mind or

receiving feedback from family and friends. Using an analytical model of customer’s

purchase and return decision between two items, where they can purchase one or

two items or nothing at all, we find that performance of bundles in comparison to

regular discounts, not only depends on purchase stage valuation of items, but also

the post-purchase valuation update for each purchased item.

Our results have significant implications on how retailers should think of their

price markdowns strategy, more specifically the decision on type of discount, choice

of products for discount and the depth of discount. The products offered by a

retailer, may be different in terms of their valuation to the customer, i.e. high

or low value, as well as how eccentric or standard they are. For instance a pair
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of blue jeans might be a standard item with different customers valuing it quite

similarly whereas a fashionable shirt with special prints might be eccentric, with

valuations taking over a wider range of values. We find that at purchase stage,

performance of bundle discounts vs. regular discount depends on the mean valuation

for an item with respect to its price as well as how standard or eccentric it is. For

items with very high or very low valuations, there is a clear choice between bundle

and regular discounts. We discover that bundle discounts for high value items and

regular discounts for low value items perform better, although the difference in

sales volume with either discount type is small. Considering the product returns

due to post purchase valuation updates does not change the preference from one

discount type towards the other. More interesting patterns occur for valuations

closer to the price. In this region which we refer to as differentitation region, bundle

of high value standard items creates the most benefit in terms of sales volume

whereas for low value items in this region, the retailer should pair eccentric and

standard items to achieve the highest improvement in sales. We find that the choice

between bundle and regular discount in the differentitation region is significantly

impacted by product returns. More specifically, considering product returns, the

bundle discount is more attractive for high-value standard items. Even for high

value eccentric items, considering returns can change the retailer’s preference from

regular discount to bundle discount, given the return reduction through bundles and

higher sales numbers.

Our analytical results also highlights the importance of considering returns

as a factor in designing bundles. It is an additional layer of consideration when it
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comes to choosing the items to include in bundles. It alters the item choices that are

made considering the purchase-stage valuations only and further refines which items

to choose considering how their post-purchase valuation updates look like. When

customer purchase more than one item, their return decision for the items might be

correlated. Our results suggest that choice of bundle items need to be made amongst

the items with negatively correlated post-purchase valuation updates. Otherwise,

the return decision on one of the bundle components can make customer return

both items which reduces the advantage of bundle discounts against regular dis-

counts. Considering the return implications on a given couple of items can change

the choice between regular and bundle discounts, especially when the magnitude

of sales performance difference for these discount types is not large. We find that

bundling items with negatively-correlated post-purchase valuation updates is pre-

ferred to items with positively-correlated updates. This is mainly driven by the fact

that for positively correlated valuation updates, customers may end up returning

all items in the basket if the updates have low values whereas with negatively corre-

lated updates, there is a higher chance that customer has sufficiently high valuation

update for one of the items such that that she prefers to keep the entire basket and

benefit from bundle discount. Therefore, bundles that may seem non-profitable or

equally profitable as regular discounts at purchase stage, may end up even more

profitable than their regular discount counterpart, conditional on selection of items

that satisfy this condition.

In order to validate the insights suggested by our analytical model, we estimate

the purchase and post-purchase valuation distribution of customers for our partner
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retailer. Using a choice model on possible basket combinations offered by the retailer

and maximum likelihood estimation, we estimate the parameters for customer’s

valuation distribution as well as post-purchase valuation updates. Combining these

estimates with the results from our analytical model explains the different impact

of bundle and regular discounts on different categories that we observe in our data.

Using our estimation results and the proposed customer decision model, we conduct

extensive counterfactual analysis which sheds light on the retailer’s best markdown

strategy for each category that they offer, conditional on that they have decided

to include the focal category in markdown assortment. Our partner retailer carries

different category of product and has offered bundles that are applied on a single

category or across categories. We find that the retailer can improve their profits up

to 5% compared to their current practice, by correctly accounting for product returns

and how they are impacted by different pricing strategies for a certain category.

We also show that for a generic retailer accounting for the impact of bundle

discounts on consumer returns significantly changes the optimal markdown strategy,

not only in terms of assortment of items to markdown but also depth of discount

they should offer. The optimal discount depth in consideration of returns rises from

15% to 25% in our generic retailer’s case. This change in markdown strategy trans-

lates to up to 6% increase in the profits compared to the markdown strategy and

bundle design in absence of return considerations. Together, these results highlight

the importance of considering product returns in designing the markdown strat-

egy and how ignoring them can lead to significant loss in profitability. Our paper

provides a lower bound on such losses and does not even begin to explore the envi-
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ronmental benefits that could arise from more studied practices during making the

firm strategies.

In summary, we identify leavers in retailer’s operation such as their shipping

policy design as well as markdown strategy which can significantly impact the re-

tailer’s product returns and the costs associated with it. We study how a high

free shipping thresholds can induce shoppers to place orders with an intention to

return a part of the order later. Using an empirical approach, which exploits nat-

ural experiments, we confirm that high threshold and/or high shipping fees induce

a substantial order padding behavior, which leads to lower sales revenue, after ad-

justing for returns. However, we find that such behavior can be largely alleviated

with frictions to returns. We propose that retailers looking to design their shipping

policy should correctly account for return environment features. We also explore the

link between a retailer’s markdown pricing strategies and its impact on customers’

purchase and return behavior. We specifically study the distinction between reg-

ular price markdowns and bundle price markdowns and how each of these pricing

strategies contribute to sales and customers’ return behavior. Capturing this notion

and the heterogeneous impact of bundle markdown on merchandise with different

substitutability or complementarity as well as correlation of return rates, we offer

recommendations on how a retailer should think of their markdown strategies and

bundle designs.
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Chapter 2: Design of Contingent Free Shipping Policy: The Role of

Return Environment

2.1 Introduction

In recent times, online retailers worldwide have increasingly explored enticing

customers to their online retail stores by offering free-shipping options; Cachon et al.

[6] note that 9 of the top 10 global apparel retailers offer a Contingent Free Shipping

(CFS) policy. Under a CFS policy, a customer receives free shipping contingent on

her order value meeting (or going above) a threshold amount; if not, the customer

pays a shipping fee. A retailer faces intricate challenges in designing a CFS policy.

An effective CFS policy needs to reflect the induced customer responses that are

shaped not only by its terms—threshold and shipping fee [4, 5, 6]—but also by

the purchasing context’s aspects such as purchase channel features [7] and product

assortment [8]. Our paper aims to expand the purchasing-context considerations

in setting up a CFS policy by unraveling its relationship with the retailer’s returns

policy, a known key influencer of customers’ purchasing behavior [9]. Specifically,

we investigate whether the retailer’s return process, and the associated customers’

ease-of-return experience, significantly moderates the customers’ induced response
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to a given CFS policy.

A customer’s response to a given CFS policy depends on how her natural

demand size compares with the policy’s threshold (natural demand is the customer’s

order size if offered unconditional free shipping). Consider a retailer that sets a CFS

policy with a threshold of $100 and shipping fee of $5 and who faces a customer

whose natural demand results in an order of value $110. In this case, the customer

incurs zero shipping fee when ordering her natural demand as her order size meets

the free-shipment threshold; effectively, the CFS policy terms do not affect the

customer’s order size. In comparison, if the natural demand is for an order of value

$80, she would incur the $5 shipping fee. Faced with this shipping fee, the customer

may decide to pad up her current order so that the combined order size meets the

free-shipment threshold and avoid the shipping fee. We refer to the latter customer

response as order padding.

From the retailer’s standpoint, the customer’s order-padding response to its

CFS policy has both advantages and disadvantages. The customer may pad her

current order with real demand by adding more items or buying more expensive

items to meet the threshold. In such cases, order padding can be beneficial to

the retailer as it increases the customer’s spend for the same shipping cost to the

retailer, thus economizing the logistics cost. In contrast, the customer can also

inflate her current order with the spurious purchase of items, either intentionally or

due to last-minute impulse additions, that are later returned. Such order-padding

instances have negative implications for the retailer’s financial status. We refer to

these as bubble purchases.
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Faced with the customer responses described above, the retailer strives to

design a CFS policy so as to swell the order-padding instances but, at the same

time, abate the presence of bubble purchases. The search for such a policy is further

entangled by the retailer’s returns policy which is typically an artifact of wider

firm- and market-level factors, including competition [17] and customer relationship

management policies designed to manage longer term customer engagement [10] (we

refer readers to Abdulla et al. [1] for a comprehensive review of factors that shape

returns policy). Intuitively, a frictionless (convenient) returns process shall serve

as an additional inducement to engage in order padding and also bubble purchases.

When a customer’s natural demand is below the CFS threshold, a convenient return

process can encourage a customer to pad up her orders with items she may not be

certain of keeping. Conversely, a return process with (even modest) inconveniences

may introduce impediments to order padding as well as bubble purchase inclinations.

In such cases, the customer must trade off the benefits of crossing the threshold to

get free shipping, with the inconvenience of returning the items later.

Motivated by these observations, we seek to address the following three ques-

tions in this paper. Does the return process significantly moderate the customer

responses (namely, order padding and bubble purchases) to the CFS terms? What

is the cost of ignoring the role of return process in shaping customer responses to

given CFS terms? How should a manager realign the selection of CFS terms to re-

flect the return process? We empirically study the first question. Using the obtained

estimates we perform counterfactual analyses to answer the last two questions.

To answer these questions, we collaborated with a large online fashion retailer
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in India. The retailer provided us with 12 months of transaction-level sales and

returns data, covering customers across 429 cities (hereafter referred to as ‘mar-

kets’) that are spread across India. Furthermore, the retailer implemented multiple

CFS policies that were uniformly applied across all markets at a given time period.

During the 12 months, the retailer’s returns policy led to variation in customers’ ex-

perience in ease of (processing) returns across markets. Collectively, these features

provide a rich empirical setting to answer our three research questions.

The retailer implemented three CFS policies during our study period which

differed in either the free-shipment threshold or the imposed shipping fee on below-

threshold orders. These policy changes were not pre-announced to the customers,

and occurred in comparable selling periods. Effectively, these policy switches induce

a series of quasi-natural experiments, with one step-change in CFS policy’s terms,

that provide exogenous shocks to a customer’s purchase behavior. We classify the

three policies as: (i) the Low-Low (LL) policy denotes the most lenient CFS policy,

comprised of a low threshold τlow (INR 499, Indian rupees) and low shipping fee flow

(INR 99) levels; (ii) the High-Low (HL) policy denotes a CFS policy with a high

threshold level τhigh (∼ 2τlow) and low shipping fee level flow; and (iii) the High-High

(HH) policy is the most stringent CFS policy with a high threshold τhigh and high

shipping fee fhigh (∼ 1.5flow) levels. All threshold and shipping fee levels are lower

relative to the average order size (s̄) of INR 1570.50 observed in our sample period

(τhigh = 0.6s̄ and fhigh = 0.1s̄). In each of the three CFS policies, the CFS policy

terms remained invariant across all markets.

For product returns, the retailer implemented a 30-day returns policy through-
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out the study period. The returns process, however, differed across markets in terms

of customers’ ease in shipping back returns. Specifically, the retailer offered a free

pickup option from a customer’s chosen location (typically their home) in some

markets, while in other markets the customers incurred a modest inconvenience of

self-posting the returns. We refer to the former market type as with-pickup markets

and the latter as without-pickup markets. Customers who self-posted returns were

compensated a fixed amount towards the postage cost.

We execute a two-step empirical strategy. First, we develop a parsimonious

structural demand model that captures the effect of CFS policy terms—threshold

and shipping fee— and returns policy convenience on customers’ order-padding re-

sponse. In particular, the retailer’s switch between LL and HL policies enables us

to identify the effect of threshold on order-padding response. Similarly, the switch

between the HL and HH policies enables the identification of the shipping fee effect.

We exploit the differences in distribution of order sizes across the three policies to

identify these effects. A comparison of these effects across with- and without-pickup

markets allows identification of the moderating role of the ease-of-return experience.

Second, we develop a return model to study CFS terms’ effects on the cus-

tomers’ bubble-purchase propensity and how the ease-of-return experience moder-

ates these effects. Specifically, we identify these effects by comparing the differ-

ence in orders’ return-rates at three levels: (i) between the above-threshold orders

(which may have bubble purchases) and the below-threshold orders (which do not

have bubble purchases); (ii) across the three CFS policies; and (iii) between the

with- and without-pickup markets. Thus, our identification strategy is akin to a
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triple difference-in-differences identification (DDD). Identification of these effects is,

however, laced with a subtle challenge. Within a market type (with- or without-

pickup), three alternate mechanisms can explain a significant change in differential

return rates between the above- and below-threshold orders across the three poli-

cies. Consider that one observes a significant increase in return rates in the HL and

HH policies compared to that in the LL policy. First, since larger orders are known

to more likely experience a return [6], the increase in return rates can simply be a

reflection of increase in order sizes due to order-padding (and not due to bubble pur-

chases). Second, it is plausible that HL/HH policies induce a higher degree of order

padding but only a constant fraction of these padded orders are bubble purchases.

This, in turn, can drive up the return rates. Third, the CFS terms might themselves

induce a higher fraction of padded orders to be bubble purchases and thus drive the

HL/HH policy return rates higher. Note that, under the first two mechanisms, one

observes a significant increase in return rates across policies, even when the CFS

terms do not significantly increase customers’ bubble purchase propensity. Thus, it

is imperative to control for these mechanisms to isolate the impact of CFS terms on

bubble purchase propensity. We do so by including controls for an order’s size and

padding propensity, which is estimated using our structural demand model.

We estimate both the demand and return model using observations from a

matched sample of markets across with- and without-pickup markets. Matching with

market-level variables, such as population size, urbanization level, distance from

fulfillment centers, etc., alleviate a concern that the obtained findings are confounded

by market-specific differences. In other words, matching enables identification of
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the moderating role of the return process on customers’ order-padding and bubble

purchases.

In with-pickup markets, we find that the customers pad 3.5%, 7.1%, and 8.5%

of the total natural demand instances in the LL, HL, and HH policies, respectively.

Of the natural demand instances that falls below-threshold, on average 15.7% to

23.0% is padded to meet the threshold across the three CFS policies. Furthermore,

we find that, on average, 15.1% and 18.5% of these padded orders are bubble pur-

chases in HL and HH policies respectively, while no evidence of bubble purchases

is found in the LL policy. As a result of these bubble purchases, the (order size

adjusted) return rate of the above-threshold orders in HL and HH policies increases

by 12.8% and 22.9% respectively, compared to that in the LL policy. In summary, in

with-pickup markets, we find significant evidence of customers padding their orders

to meet the CFS threshold and earn free shipping. Further, we also find that a

substantial portion of these padded orders are bubble purchases that lead to higher

return rates (and concomitant costs) for the retailer.

Comparison of with- and without-pickup market findings set forth the instru-

mental role of ease-of-return experience in moderating the CFS terms’ effects on

customer responses. Interestingly, we find a stark difference in customers’ propen-

sity to engage in bubble purchases; Compared to the with-pickup markets (in which

we find significant presence of bubble purchases), we find no evidence of customers’

engagement in bubble purchases across all three policies in without-pickup mar-

kets. Further, similar to the with-pickup customers, we find that without-pickup

customers exhibit a comparable propensity to pad orders (between 3.2% and 7.3%
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of total natural demand) across the three CFS policies.

In summary, we find strong evidence that, in our retailer’s context, the cus-

tomers’ ease-of-return experience significantly moderates customers’ induced re-

sponses to the CFS policy. In markets with convenient return processes, we ob-

serve both order-padding and bubble-purchase responses. In contrast, in markets

with modest inconvenience in the returns processes, we observe a comparable order-

padding response, but no bubble-purchase response.

We use counterfactual analyses to quantify the retailer’s loss if he ignores ease-

of-return’s moderating role in designing CFS policy. Using the obtained estimates,

we find that the retailer would incur a substantial 2.7 times increase in bubble

purchases (59.6% vs 16.1%) and a 13.2% loss in profitability if the without-pickup

markets’ optimal CFS policy was adopted in the otherwise similar with-pickup mar-

kets. We further examine how a retailer should adjust CFS terms in accordance

with the leniency of their return policies. While at first blush, we might expect a

stringent CFS policy to be more appropriate in a convenient ease-of-return setting,

we find the opposite to be true. Although a stringent CFS policy does increase bene-

ficial order padding by customers, it also exposes the retailer to a much higher share

of bubble purchases in the convenient return environment. Thus, to our surprise,

we find that a lenient (resp. stringent) CFS policy outperforms a stringent (resp.

lenient) policy in a convenient (resp. inconvenient) returns-policy environment. The

optimal policy for our with-pickup markets is (τ, f) = (1000, 120) as compared to

τ, f = (2500, 260) for our without-pickup markets.

Finally, we extend our counterfactual analysis to shed light on an important
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but scantly studied aspect of CFS polices; the joint impact of shipping fee and

threshold in driving profitability. Compared to the extant literature that typically

studies one of these terms, our rich empirical setting with multiple CFS policy

changes enables us to estimate the joint impact of both terms on customer responses

and retailer profits. Intriguingly, we find that the nature of this joint relationship

between the shipping fee and threshold is not always the same; despite the positive

monotone impact of the two terms individually on inducing the bubble-purchase

response. These terms can be either complements or substitutes depending on the

ease-of-return experience as well as their impact on swaying the comparison between

purchase and no-purchase utility. Collectively, our results call for joint consideration

of threshold and shipping fees when designing a CFS policy to balance induced

customer responses.

With regards to extant literature and practice, our paper brings to the fore

that a CFS policy’s impact on profits is sensitive to the return process faced by

the customers and the associated ease of executing product returns. In turn, this

shapes customers’ order-padding and bubble-purchase responses to the applied CFS

terms. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to document evidence of

a strong interaction between ease-of-return experience and CFS policies, rendering

important insights for practitioners. Our counterfactual analysis illustrates that

managers should carefully select CFS policy terms in accordance with (and not in

isolation of) their returns policy features to avoid substantial loss of profit.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: §2.2 summarizes the related liter-

ature and §2.3 describes the research setup, and data set. We discuss our empirical
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models and results in §2.4. Section §2.5 present robustness of our main findings with

alternate sub-samples and specifications. Next, we discuss the managerial implica-

tions of our main findings through simulated counterfactual analyses in §2.6 and

conclude the paper in §2.7.

2.2 Literature Review

This paper relates to two substreams of empirical literature that examines cus-

tomers’ responses to retailers’ operations-focused policies. The first stream identifies

customer responses to retailers’ shipping policies, and the second stream focuses on

returns policies. In the past, scholars in Operations Management (OM) and Market-

ing have typically studied these policies in silos. Our paper examines the interaction

between these policies in shaping customer responses.

Lewis et al. [5] and Lewis [4] are among the early empirical studies that doc-

ument customer responses to CFS policies. Collectively, these studies find that a

customer’s response can vary from increasing average expenditures (order padding)

to decreasing order incidences. Furthermore, the authors find that, in a non-linear

shipping fee structure, the base shipping fee significantly affects customer retention,

and the order size incentives (akin to threshold levels) affect customer acquisition.

Cachon et al. [6] expands the role of threshold by documenting its impact on bubble

purchases. The authors find that a retailer can maximize gain from a CFS policy

by setting the threshold level slightly above the average order size. Complementing

these studies, Jin et al. [7] and Chen and Ngwe [8] show that in addition to the
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direct policy terms—threshold and shipping fee terms—indirect purchasing-context

features also shape customers’ responses to an imposed CFS policy. In particular,

Jin et al. [7] find that the differences in search cost between the PC and mobile

channel result in both a significant difference in order-padding propensity between

these channels and, also, in the form of padding (different items over the PC chan-

nel versus more quantity of the same item over the mobile channel). Likewise,

Chen and Ngwe [8] show that customers’ order-padding response is sensitive to the

product-assortment features.

Our study makes two important contributions to the shipping policy literature.

First, it examines the interaction between a retailer’s CFS and return policies in

shaping customers’ induced responses. Specifically, it focuses on how customers’

ease-of-return experience moderates the effect of threshold and shipping fee on order

padding and bubble purchases. Second, it expands on the relatively understudied

shipping fee effect on bubble purchases and the joint relationship of shipping fee

and threshold in driving CFS policy’s performance.

Compared to the nascent but growing empirical literature on customer re-

sponses to CFS policies, a vast number of studies have examined customer responses

to product returns policies. We refer the readers to Abdulla et al. [1] for a recent

comprehensive review of this literature. In the realm of this stream, our work closely

relates to empirical studies that focus on implications of frictions in executing re-

turns on customer responses. For example, in a recent work Ertekin and Agrawal

[18] find that a change in return period (for e.g., 30 vs 60 days), a key aspect

of return policy’s leniency, significantly affects returns over the brick-and-mortar
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channel, but surprisingly not over the online channel. Bower and Maxham III [10]

finds that the customers who paid for return-shipping fees significantly reduced their

post-return spending with the retailer. Shang et al. [19], using eBay data, find that

while the value of a full refund policy to consumers may not be as large as one

might expect, a non-refundable forward shipping charge quickly erodes any value

that consumers assign to return policies. In addition to the return frictions, our

paper also relates to studies that document customers opportunistic engagement in

returns. A recent example is Bandi et al. [20] in which the authors find evidence of

customers engaging in opportunistic returns in response to the retailer’s dynamic

pricing policy. Our study complements these works by investigating how customers’

engagement in bubble purchases (orders with spurious padded items that are re-

turned later) is determined with the CFS policy’s interaction with customers’ ease

of return experience.

Finally, our paper also belongs to the growing practice-focused empirical studies—

an important constituent of OM literature [21]. A few recent examples that focus

on retail industry include Akkas et al. [22] and [23]. Our study extends this stream

by expanding managerial understanding of the purchasing-context considerations

spectrum that drive efficacy of a retailer’s CFS policy; a policy that is pivotal for

modern day retailers.
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2.3 Research Setting and Data Description

2.3.1 Research Setting

We collaborated with a large online fashion retailer in India. The retailer has

a pan-India presence, with customers across 496 cities (henceforth, referred to as

markets). We collected one year of transaction-level sales and returns data from

May 1st 2014 to April 31st 2015. We rely on two major sources of variation to

address our research questions. First, during our data’s time period, this retailer

enacted three changes in its CFS policy’s threshold and shipping fee across all their

markets simultaneously. Second, the retailer’s product return policies varied across

markets with regards to customers’ ease-of-return experience. Below, we describe

the temporal and cross-market variation in these policies in more detail.

CFS Policy Structure: Temporal Variation

Figure 2.1 shows the timeline of the retailer’s three CFS policies. Within a policy,

the same terms—threshold τ and shipping fee f—applied to all markets. Across the

three policies, the retailer used two different thresholds in Indian rupees (INR 499

and INR 999) and two different shipping fees (INR 99 and INR 149). We denote

the two values for each of these variables as Low and High, to easily reflect the

relative comparison of threshold and shipping fee across three policies. Hence, the

two thresholds are denoted by τLow and τHigh, while the two shipping fees by fLow

and fHigh.

At the start of our study period, the retailer used a CFS policy with the high
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May 1st 2014 Dec 22nd 2014 February 9th 2015 March 22nd 2015
33 weeks 3 days 6 weeks

High-Threshold, 

Low-Fee; HL

(τHigh, fLow) †
Low-Threshold, 

Low-Fee; LL

(τLow, fLow)†

High-Threshold, 

Low-Fee; HL

(τHigh, fLow)†

High-Threshold, 

High-Fee; HH

(τHigh, fHigh) †

April 30th 2015

†τHigh = INR 999; τLow  = INR 499; fHigh = INR 149; fLow = INR 99

5 weeks 6 days 5 weeks 3 days

Figure 2.1: CFS policy: temporal change in shipping fee and threshold levels

threshold τHigh and low shipping fee fLow. We henceforth use HL as a shorthand

for this High-Threshold-Low-shipping fee policy. Subsequently, the retailer switched

to a policy with the same shipping fee but low threshold τLow, referred to as the

Low-Threshold-Low-shipping fee (LL) policy. After six weeks, the retailer switched

back to the HL policy. Finally, in the last policy change, the retailer retained τHigh

but increased the shipping fee to fHigh, referred to as the High-Threshold-High-

shipping fee (HH) policy. Unless otherwise specified, we use the second HL policy

regime of close to six weeks (from February 9th 2015 to March 22nd 2015) to draw

insights related to HL-policy. The observations of the first HL policy, from May

1st 2014 to December 22nd 2014, are used for auxiliary purposes such as empirical

validation of the key assumptions required for the main analysis (for example in

Appendix A.2 and A.4.1). Lastly, under all three of these policies, a customer was

given free shipping on her first order irrespective of the order size.

As external researchers, we are not privy to the factors that led the retailer

to enact these policy switches. However, it seems unlikely that these policy changes

were driven by anticipated demand changes, such as high selling festive periods,

across these policies’ periods. We note that, as a multicultural society, Indians
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celebrate multiple festivals. For example, our study period overlaps with several

of them (festival of light in the HL policy, festival of colors in the HH policy, and

festival to celebrate crop harvesting in the LL policy) that occur throughout the

year and, hence, populated each of our observed CFS policies. In line with this,

we do not find any significant change in managerial decisions, such as new product

introductions or average prices (see Appendix A.3 for details of related tests), that

suggest the retailer changed CFS policies as a response to anticipated change in

market conditions. A reasonable concern is that the lenient LL policy was adopted

during the month of December, a holiday period with heavy travel worldwide. In

Appendix A.4.2 we conduct a robustness test by using only the non-holiday period

subset of the LL policy period and find that our results continue to find support to

this robustness test.

A related concern could be that customers’ purchasing behavior may exhibit

an endogenous change if they anticipate a policy switch, or due to referencing effects

evoked by the specific sequence of policy changes (Kalyanaram and Winer [24]). We

note that none of the policy changes were pre-announced to customers. To further

alleviate this concern, we perform robustness checks to ensure that our estimated

effects are not sensitive to the sequence of policy changes (see Appendix A.4.1 for

details).

In summary, the retailer’s switch between the three policies induced quasi-

natural experiments, with one step-changes in CFS policy terms: threshold or ship-

ping fee. Thus, these switches allow us to separately identify the effect of threshold

and shipping fee terms on customer behavior. Specifically, the switch between LL
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and HL policy enables the identification of the threshold effect, while the switch

from HL to HH policy facilitates the identification of the shipping fee effect.

Product Returns Policy: Market Variation

The retailer offered a lenient 30-day returns policy throughout our study period, for

all products (except for a few high-premium, personal-care, and innerwear product

categories that make up only 1.6% of the revenue). Under this policy, a customer

had a 30-day window, starting from when she received a product, to process a return.

The returns policy, however, differed across markets with respect to customers’

ease in shipping back returns. Specifically, in about 75% of the markets, customers

have an easy option of scheduling a pickup of the product they want to return at the

retailer’s expense. In other words, the customers need not travel to designated drop-

off locations. We classify these markets as with-pickup markets. In the remaining

25% of the markets, the customers are required to self-post returns. We term these

markets as without-pickup markets. During our study period, none of the markets

changed their pickup offering. Similar varying return processes are observed globally.

For instance, visiting drop-off locations to return is customary for e-retailers in

USA such as Amazon. However, they have recently started experimenting with

other more convenient return options such as home pickup. Our partner retailer

offered customers a location-check feature on its website, which allowed them to

check whether they resided in a with- or without-pickup market. The retailer issued

a postage-cost reimbursement of up to INR 100 to customers returning products

using the self-postage route. Effectively, the monetary cost of returns was nil in
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either of the markets as the refund amount of INR 100 equaled the typical postage-

cost from most markets. Irrespective of whether a customer used the pickup facility

or self-postage, the retailer did not refund the shipping fee f that the customer may

have paid as per the CFS policy terms.

As a result of these returns policy differences, customers in with- and without-

pickup markets were exposed to return processes that modestly vary in the degree of

ease-of-return experience. We exploit this variation to identify the moderating role

of the return process in shaping the customers’ response to CFS policy. Specifically,

we compare the difference in customers’ induced responses across these markets to

estimate the ease-of-return moderating effect. It is conceivable that an estimate

based on such a comparison is confounded with the differences in these markets’

residing population characteristics such as a population’s affluence level, comfort

with online purchases, and experience with the retailer’s service level. To mitigate

such confounding sources, we estimate our empirical models using a matched sample

of with- and without-pickup markets. In the next section, we present details of the

data obtained and of the final matched sample used for estimation.

2.3.2 Data

We collected rich transaction-level sales and returns data from our partner

retailer. It includes information on the purchased item’s posted retail price and its

return status, the discount-adjusted price paid by the customer, and each transac-

tion’s delivery address (measured at the level of the pincode, the equivalent to a
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ZIP code in India). The transaction data also includes a unique customer identifier

and a customer’s account creation date.

We augment the retailer’s proprietary data with two public data sets to: (i)

map each transaction to a market; and (ii) obtain each market’s sociodemographic

information. For transaction-to-market mapping, we use the Indian Government’s

Open Government Data (OGD) platform. It provides the mapping between the

pincodes and our market-defining geographical unit: the city. We note that ‘city’

also denotes the smallest geographical unit at which our retailer typically rolls out

customer services such as the return policy. Using the OGD platform, we compile

city information for 89.5% of the total pincodes in the transaction data. The mapped

pincodes cumulatively account for 89.4% of the total transactions.

Next, we gather socioeconomic information on the population residing in our

retailer’s 496 markets. We do so by merging the Socioeconomic High-resolution

Rural-Urban Geographic (SHRUG) data set [25]. The SHRUG data set includes

demographic and socioeconomic data at the city level for the period spanning 1990

to 2018. For our study period (2014–15), we use the 2011 census data to append

the latest market information pertaining to population count, education level, and

infrastructure quality. The data set covers 429 of the retailer’s 496 markets.

Estimation Sample: We use a matched sample of observations across with- and

without-pickup markets to estimate our empirical models. We do so to alleviate the

potential concern that market-level differences, such as residing population affinity

for online purchases or variation in the retailer’s service quality, may correlate with
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customers’ purchasing behaviour. In turn, this may confound the obtained estimates

of the ease-of-return’s moderating impact. Thus, we construct our estimation sample

by matching with- and without-pickup markets on attributes that proxy for the

residing population’s affluence (proxied by share of farm employment, literacy level,

and distance from cities with at least 500,000 population), market size (proxied

by population count), infrastructure quality (proxied by nighttime luminosity), and

the retailer’s fulfilment service capabilities (proxied by distance from the nearest

warehouse).

Further, we exclude the following two sets of transactions from our estimation

sample. First, we drop each customer’s first purchase transaction, as the retailer

exempts these transactions from the applied CFS policy terms. Second, to limit the

impact of outlier observations on our estimates, we drop transactions with an order

size equal to or greater than INR 6000 (less than 1% of total transactions). We note

that our findings are robust to the inclusion of these observations. Our final sample

consists of 206,150 orders made by 83,461 customers across the two market types.

Table 1 shows summary statistics of key variables. Panels (a) and (b) respec-

tively show market- and transaction-level statistics. In the unmatched sample, we

find on average the with-pickup markets to have a larger populations, higher literacy

levels, shorter proximity to big cities and the retailer’s warehouse network, better

infrastructure quality and lower participation in farm employment when compared

to without-pickup markets. Furthermore, we find the customers in these markets to

have slightly higher sized purchase orders (INR 1590 vs 1547), higher return propen-

sity (17% vs 7%), and higher order frequency (2.89 versus 2.54 orders over 18 weeks),
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Before matching After matching
without with without with
pickup pickup pickup pickup

Variable (unit) Panel(b) Market-Level Variables
Population (000) 110.21 568.64 114.44 124.45

(141.90) (1601.05) (161.31) (144.75)
Literacy (0-1) 0.74 0.78 0.77 0.77

(0.09) (0.09) (0.07) (0.09)
Distance to 96.96 69.48 98.85 96.28
500,000 cities (000 km) (69.61) (70.05) (82.16) (70.82)
Farm employment (0-1) 0.19 0.16 0.18 0.18

(0.11) (0.10) (0.12) (0.11)
Nighttime luminosity 21.10 26.37 21.82 21.61
(0-100) (8.61) (11.13) (10.05) (8.70)
Closest warehouse 291.91 249.51 292.89 295.99
(000 km) (152.42) (182.43) (208.71) (153.35)

Panel(b) Transaction-Level Variables
Average Order Size (INR) 1547.88 1590.32 1549.02 1577.53

(1108.2) (1105.60) (1107.13) (1123.39)
Average Return Rate 0.07 0.17 0.07 0.12

(0.25) (0.38) (0.25) (0.32)
No. of Orders per 2.54 2.89 2.55 2.59
Customer (over 18 weeks) (2.19) (2.46) (2.20) (2.25)

Table 2.1: Before and after matching summary statistics, Note: Standard deviations
are in parenthesis

when compared to those in without-pickup markets. Due to these asymmetries, we

apply nearest-neighbor Propensity Score Matching (PSM) with 0.01 caliper. We find

matching considerably improves overlap in propensity scores of with- and without-

pickup markets and reduces bias in matching covariates by 93.3% (for details see

discussion in Appendix A.1).

2.4 Empirical Analysis: Models and Results

In this section, we present our empirical analysis in three parts. In the first

part (Section 2.4.1), we present model-free evidence of change in customers’ order

padding and return behavior in response to a change in CFS policy and customers’

ease-of-return experience. As discussed in the Introduction, a change in return rate
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across the three policies may be associated with not only a change in customers’

bubble purchase propensity but also with a change in order sizes and order-padding

propensity. To isolate the impact of CFS terms and ease-of-return on bubble pur-

chases, it is imperative that we control for order sizes and the impact of CFS terms

on order-padding propensity. While controlling for order sizes is straightforward, to

control for order-padding propensities, we devise a structural demand model. In the

second part (Section 2.4.2), we present details of our demand model that parsimo-

niously captures the full spectrum of a customer’s response to the CFS terms and

ease-of-return environment. Finally, in the third part (Section 2.4.3), we present

our analysis of a formal return model that enables identification of ease-of-return’s

moderating impact, while eliminating alternative explanations.

2.4.1 Model-Free Evidence: Order-Padding and Return Rate

In each of Figure 2.2 panels, the grey dotted line indicates the LL policy’s

threshold, τLow, and the black solid line denotes the HL and HH policies’ threshold,

τHigh. As evident, in the majority of the panels, there is a visible spike in the density

of orders that are slightly above the respective policy’s threshold level relative to or-

ders that are slightly below the threshold. This discontinuity in density distribution

indicates customers’ order-padding response around the threshold mark. Further,

the difference in the cumulative density of below black-line orders across these panels

bear out the impact of change in policy terms on order-padding response. Specif-

ically, the difference between the LL and HL policies (resp. HL and HH policies)
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With-pickup Markets

(a) LL Policy (b) HL Policy (c) HH Policy

Without-pickup Markets

(d) LL Policy (e) HL Policy (f) HH Policy

Figure 2.2: Model-Free evidence: customers order-padding behavior

that differ only in threshold (resp. shipping fee) portrays the sensitivity of order-

padding behavior to the policy’s threshold (resp. shipping fee). Finally, note that

these patterns in the density distributions are consistently observed between the top

and bottom panels. This consistency, in turn, indicates that customers in both with-

and without-pickup markets exhibit order padding that is sensitive to the change in

CFS terms.

In Figure 2.3 we show customers’ return propensities as a function of order

sizes across the three policies and two market types. Panels (a) and (b) plot return

propensities for with- and without-pickup markets respectively. The x-axis denotes

order size, while the y-axis denotes the corresponding share of orders of which at

least one item is returned (on average an order includes 1.65 items). Not surprisingly,

we observe an increase in return propensities (share of orders with returned items)
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(a) With-pickup markets (b) Without-pickup markets

Figure 2.3: Return rates by order size

as the order size increases across the three policies and two market-types.

In the with-pickup market (Panel (a)), we observe that the return curves

across the three policies overlap initially when the order size is below the high

threshold (τhigh) but start to deviate distinctly as the order size increases beyond

this. Interestingly, the curves closely overlap between the low threshold (τlow, dotted

line) and high threshold (τhigh, solid line) region which contains the LL policy’s

padded orders. This in turn suggests either a negligible share of padded orders in

LL policy, or a moderate share of padded orders, but with a negligible share of

bubble purchases. In other words, return rates of orders in this region are largely

determined by size and not by the presence of bubble purchases. In contrast, for

a range of orders sizes greater than τhigh, we observe that the share of returned

orders is highest in HH policy and lowest in LL policy. The deviation of HL/HH

policy curve with that of LL policy can be due in part to a considerable increase in

the share of padded orders and/or bubble purchases. We also note that for much
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larger order sizes, these curves again overlap. This suggests that the share of padded

orders is negligible among the orders that are much larger than the threshold. In

sum, panel (a) indicates that customers exhibit an increase in return propensity as

CFS terms become stringent (either by an increase of threshold or shipping fee).

Interestingly, we do not observe such stark distinction between the three poli-

cies’ return propensities in without-pickup markets (Panel (b)). In these markets,

the three return curves continue to overlap closely even as the order size increases.

Together, Panel (a) and Panel (b) provide two insightful observations: (a) for a range

of order sizes, return propensity seems to increase with CFS term’s stringency; and

(b) this relationship is sensitive to customers’ ease-of-return experience.

2.4.2 Customer Demand Model and Order-Padding Response

In this section we present our customer demand model; it allows us to estimate

changes in order padding in response to CFS policy changes and variation in the

ease-of-return process. We note that the customers’ ease-of-return experience can

influence not only customers’ order padding considerations, but also their natural

demand (recall that natural demand is the customer’s order size if offered uncondi-

tional free shipping). Our objective in this paper is to understand the moderating

role of the ease-of-return experience on the effect of CFS policy. This objective

shapes our modeling choices and the underlying identification strategy.

Some studies in the existing literature have explicitly modeled a return policy’s

direct effect on customer natural demand. For example, Anderson et al. [9] study
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the option value of returns in generating natural demand in the presence of product

fit uncertainty. This approach explicitly models natural demand as an outcome of a

choice model that allows an option to return after the resolution of the product fit

uncertainty. A key identification challenge in such a model is separately identifying

return option value from product fit uncertainty. Thus, although such a model

is fruitful in understanding the role of ease-of-return experience given product fit

uncertainty, it also imposes stricter identification and, as a result, data conditions.

For example, Anderson et al. [9] impose identifying conditions such as a constant

return rate across product categories and require data on customers that carry out

multi-category purchases, implicitly requiring a longer longitudinal data set (such

as a 10.5 years period as in Anderson et al. [9]).

An alternate approach is to model the natural demand as a given distribution

which varies with ease-of-return experience, while explicitly modeling the effect of

CFS terms and the moderating role of ease-of-return on the customers’ utility from

assorted actions, including padding. Effectively, under this approach, the retailer’s

return environment is assumed as an exogenous input to its objective of designing a

CFS policy. We adapt this parsimonious approach for our analysis as it sufficiently

enables us to study our focal research questions.

Furthermore, we believe the assumption of the returns policy as an exogenous

input rather than jointly optimized with CFS policy holds true in our retailer’s

context. We first note that the CFS policy was dynamically altered during our

observation window 3 times, while the returns policy across markets remained static

during the same time horizon. Second, via private conversation with the online
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retailer, we learned that it usually considered wider firm- and market-level factors

to set its returns policy across markets.

Below, we first motivate our assumptions on a customer’s purchasing behavior

to build a demand choice model under CFS policy. Next, we present the model

and elaborate on sources of variations that enable identification of model parame-

ters. Finally, we present our model’s estimates obtained using the matched-markets

sample.

2.4.2.1 Assumptions on Customer Behavior under CFS Policy

On a given purchase occasion, a customer could choose to: a) purchase her

natural demand and pay the shipping fee if/when applicable; b) pad her natural

demand to meet the free-shipping threshold; c) abandon her order. It is conceivable

that a customer with natural demand below the threshold may prefer the alter-

nate no-purchase decision [4, 26] and, in turn, does not place an order. In the ex-

tant literature, scholars have documented persistent evidence supporting customers’

order-padding behavior in the presence of CFS policies [5, 6, 7]. Interestingly, these

studies provide mixed evidence of a decrease in order incidences and its implications

on the retailer’s net demand. For example, Lewis et al. [5] find that shipping fee

charges can dissuade customers from ordering, thus significantly reducing order in-

cidences. In contrast, Cachon et al. [6] observe no change in their partner retailer’s

order incidences due to a change in free-shipping threshold. This mixed evidence

of change in order incidences is perhaps a reflection of the variation in customers’
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financial resources [5].

In our retailer’s context, we find evidence for both, an increase in order padding

and a decrease in order incidences due to CFS policies. Accordingly, we capture both

these behavioral aspects to develop the customer demand model at the order level.

2.4.2.2 Customer Demand Model.

Consider a retailer that sets a CFS policy with threshold level τ and shipping

fee f . Let di denote a customer’s natural demand (in INR) on a purchase instance

i. Consistent with existing literature [6, 7], we model di as an i.i.d draw from a

Gamma distribution. We model the impact of the varying ease-of-return experience

on customers’ natural demand by drawing di from market-type specific Gamma

distribution HPm with shape parameter kPm
1 and scale parameter θPm

1 . We use Pm

(instead of explicit Pm(i) for brevity) to denote market m with the offered ease-of-

return experience which can take one of the two values, with-pickup or without-

pickup. If di ≥ τ then the customer’s purchase decision is not constrained by the

policy terms (τ, f). However, if di < τ then the customer faces the following three

choices:

[label=(),start=1]Pay shipping fee. The customer may choose to purchase the

order of size di and pay the additional shipping fee f . We define the customer’s

net utility under this buying choice as

UPm(pay|di, τ, f) = βPm
0 − βPm

1

f

di
+ ϵi,pay. (2.1)
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Here βPm
0 captures the customer’s base utility derived from the successful

purchase of her natural demand. βPm
1 · f/di captures the disutility of paying

additional shipping charges. Intuitively, a customer’s disutility from paying a

fixed shipping fee charge would also depend on order size di. For instance, the

shipping fee of INR 50 on an order of size INR 60 shall induce a much higher

disutility compared to when the order size is much higher, say INR 600. We

reflect this by scaling the shipping fee f paid by order size di. Finally, ϵi,pay

captures the occasion-specific idiosyncratic utility component. Order padding.

The customer may decide to pad up the current order di so that the order

meets the free-shipping threshold criterion. We model the customer’s net

utility under the order-padding choice as

UPm(pad|di, τ, f) = αPm
0 − αPm

1

(τ − di)

di
+ ϵi,pad. (2.2)

A customer receives positive utility from purchasing the order. At the same

time, she incurs a disutility due to the financial cost associated with the

padding process. Intuitively, these cost elements increase with the increase

in natural demand di’s distance from the threshold. For instance, a customer

who is INR 1 below the threshold incurs a much lower disutility than the

customer who is INR 100 below the threshold. The combined intercept of

these positive and negative utility components is captured in αPm
0 , while αPm

1

captures the distance-based disutility. The term (τ − di)/di captures an or-

der’s distance from threshold relative to its size di. Finally, ϵi,pad captures the
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occasion-specific idiosyncratic utility associated with the order-padding choice.

It is intuitive to expect that the size of a padded order will not be exactly τ

but some amount higher. Following the literature, we assume that the amount

over τ of a padded order is independent of their natural demand size and is

an i.i.d draw from a Gamma distribution [6, 7]. Similar to the natural de-

mand, we model market-type specific parameters for this Gamma distribution

GPm , with a shape parameter kPm
2 and scale parameter θPm

2 . Order abandon-

ment. Dissuaded by the CFS terms, the customer may decide to abandon

the purchase of order di [26]. In such a no-purchase case, we assume that

the customer earns a base utility of γPm
0 and an occasion-specific idiosyncratic

utility of ϵi,abandon. Formally, we define the customer’s net utility under the

order-abandonment choice as:

UPm(abandon|di, τ, f) = γPm
0 + ϵi,abandon. (2.3)

In our estimation, we will normalize γPm
0 = 0 for identifiability, as is standard.

Here, it is important to acknowledge that a decrease in order incidences can

stem from customers aggregating multiple small-size below-threshold orders to

create a single above-threshold order (batching), and not just abandoning of

orders. Differentiating between these two behaviors would require exploiting

longitudinal variation in a customer’s purchases across multiple CFS policies.

This requirement is not supported by our data where the frequency of pur-

chases at the customer level is low, as is typical in the apparel industry [27].
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We therefore do not differentiate between the two behaviors (separating the

two behaviors can be a fruitful topic for future studies and we discuss this

extension in Conclusion, Section 2.7). From the retailer’s as well as our re-

search objective’s perspective, this modeling choice seems apt, as the revenue,

cost, and profit numbers only depend on the lump-sum shift in order size and

incidence. Henceforth, we also refer to decrease in order incidence as order

abandonment for exposition brevity, with the understanding that it reflects

both abandoning and batching behaviors.

Our modeling choice is parsimonious. It is designed to capture the intended net

effect on order size distributions and incidences due to policy changes.

Let, PPm(pay; di, τ, f), P
Pm(pad; di, τ, f), and PPm(abandon; di, τ, f) denote a cus-

tomer’s propensity to buy, pad, or abandon a below-threshold order respectively.

Assuming that ϵi,pay, ϵi,pad, and ϵi,abandon are type-I extreme value distributed [28],

the probability of choice C ∈ {pay, pad, abandon} is defined as

PPm(C; di, τ, f) =
eU

Pm (C;di,τ,f)

eUPm (pay;di,τ,f) + eUPm (pad;di,τ,f) + eUPm (abandon;di,τ,f)
. (2.4)

Next, we combine the above-described customer choice model, the natural

demand distribution HPm and padding distribution GPm to arrive at a likelihood

function of order size under a given CFS policy. The following function gives the

likelihood of observing an order-size distribution S (let S = ∪si) during a given CFS

policy (τ , f).
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L(k⃗1, θ⃗1, k⃗2,θ⃗2, α⃗0, α⃗1, β⃗0, β⃗1, γ⃗0
∣∣S, τ, f) = ∏

i

[hPm(si)P
Pm(pay; si, τ, f)

1− ηPm
I(si < τ)

+

(
hPm(si) + gPm(si − τ)

∫ τ

0
PPm(pad;x, τ, f)h(x)dx

)
1− ηPm

I(si ≥ τ)
]
,

(2.5)

where pickup in above equation is pickup offering in market of order i, hPm and gPm

are the PDF of HPm and GPm respectively. The vectorized coefficients denote the

combined with- and without-pickup coefficients (e.g., k⃗1 = kwith−pickup
1 , kwithout−pickup

1 ).

The term ηPm equals the cumulative probability of abandoning below-threshold or-

ders and is given by

ηPm =

∫ τ

0

PPm(abandon;x, τ, f)hPm(x)dx. (2.6)

The manifestations of the three potential customer choices noted above—pay

shipping fee, order pad, and abandon—are represented in equation (Eq (2.5)). The

first term on the R.H.S. in the likelihood function (Eq (2.5)) captures the likeli-

hood of a below-threshold order with size si (whereby the customer has chosen

to pay the shipping fee). The second term denotes the likelihood of an above-

threshold order with size si. Such an order can be observed in two different sce-

narios: (i) when a customer’s natural demand is of size si; and (ii) when the cus-

tomer’s natural demand is less than the threshold but she decides to pad it up to

purchase a combined order of size si. The former scenario is captured by term
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hPm(si) and all possibilities of the latter scenario are captured by the following

term: gPm(si − τ)
∫ τ

0
PPm(pad;x, τ, f)hPm(x)dx. We normalize the likelihood of

both below- and above-threshold orders by 1 − ηPm to adjust for the decrease in

density of below-threshold orders due to customers’ order-abandonment behavior.

We use the maximum likelihood method to estimate the parameters of the

customer demand choice model (α⃗0, α⃗1, β⃗0, β⃗1, γ⃗0) defined by eqs (2.1)–(2.3), the

natural demand distribution H⃗ given by parameters k⃗1, θ⃗1, and the above-threshold

padded amount distribution G⃗ given by k⃗2, θ⃗2. Specifically, we maximize the log of

the above likelihood function Eq (2.5).

Identification of Demand Model Parameters.

Our empirical strategy primarily leverages the following two sources of vari-

ation to identify customer demand model parameters: (i) variation in the density

of above-threshold orders’ size across the three policies; and (ii) variation in the

density of below-threshold orders’ size across the three policies.

Variation in the density of above-threshold orders’ size across the three policies.

In the likelihood function Eq (2.5), the second term quantifies this density as a sum

of the natural demand density h (superscript pickup omitted here and over other

terms for brevity in this discussion), and padded orders density g. The natural

demand density remains constant across the three policies. Note that a change in

customers’ traffic due to temporal and seasonal factors is likely to inflate or deflate

the total number of orders, but such changes are normalized in the density scale.
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Thus, the variation in the above-threshold orders’ size density enables identification

of customers’ padding propensity. In Appendix A.4, we examine the robustness of

our findings to concerns of a potential shift in the demand density distribution due

to temporal or seasonal factors.

Here, it is important to note that any change in density of above-threshold

orders is an outcome of both customers’ order-padding behavior (P (pad;x, τ, f)) and

change in the below-threshold orders incidence rate (η). For example, in Eq (2.5) an

increase in η and increase in P (pad;x, τ, f) results in an increase of the second part

of the likelihood. How does our analysis then separately identify padding? The key

is to observe that these two sources contribute varyingly to the increase in likelihood

of an above-threshold order depending on its size si.

On the one hand, a change in η equally inflates the density of all above-

threshold orders. For example, ceteris paribus, the observed density of the order

with si = 1.1τ and si = 2τ should be respectively h(di = 1.1τ)/(1− η) and h(di =

2τ)/(1 − η) due to a change in incidence rate of below-threshold orders, but no

padding. On the other hand, padding of below-threshold orders unequally inflates

the likelihood of above-threshold orders. Given that the padding is primarily done

to make an order meet the threshold criterion, the density of padded orders among

the orders of size si = 1.1τ is likely to be extensive, while the density of padded

orders among the orders of size si = 2τ is likely to be negligible. This implies

that a change in the likelihood of large order sizes (≥ 2τ) enables identification of

parameter η which, in turn, enables identification of customers’ padding behavior.

We note that this variation only helps in identification of the lump-sum padding
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propensity
∫ τ

0
P (pad;x, τ, f)h(x)dx. The analysis leverages the second variation to

determine orders where customers are more likely to engage in a pad or pay option.

Variation in the density of below-threshold orders’ size across the three policies.

The first term in the likelihood function Eq (2.5) quantifies order size density as

a compound expression of the natural demand density h, customers’ propensity to

purchase a below-threshold order by paying the shipping fee, P (pay; si, τ, f), and the

change in incidence rate parameter η. The change in density of the below-threshold

orders’ size due to varying τ and f enables identification of the pay probability

parameters (β⃗0 and β⃗1) which, in turn, implicitly aids identification of the padding

probability parameters (α⃗0 and α⃗1).

2.4.2.3 Model Estimation Results and Fit.

Table 2.2 reports the result of the maximum likelihood estimation of Eq (2.5)

using the observed empirical distribution of order sizes across the three CFS policies

(as shown in Figure 2.2). We find positive and significant estimates for all parameters

of the choice model (β⃗0, β⃗1, α⃗0, α⃗1). In particular, significant estimates of β⃗1 and α⃗1

respectively indicate that, for below-threshold orders, a customer experiences an

increasing pay disutility, on average, with an increase in shipping fee f , and an

increasing padding disutility with an increase in threshold τ .

In Table 2.3 we present the marginal effects of the estimated parameters. For

with-pickup markets, we find that the average natural demand size d̄ is INR 1255

and average padding amount ā is INR 307. Furthermore, customers actively engage
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Initial demand Padded amount over τ Paying utility
k1 θ1 k2 θ2 β0 β1

Pickup=0
Mean 2.388 524.203 1.841 159.964 1.540 4.959

Std. Error 0.001 0.048 0.001 0.048 0.001 0.002

Pickup=1
Mean 2.433 516.024 1.860 165.697 1.467 4.725

Std. Error 0.001 0.048 0.001 0.048 0.001 0.002
Padding utility
α0 α1

Pickup=0
Mean 0.000 0.998

Std. Error 0.001 0.002

Pickup=1
Mean 0.000 0.720

Std. Error 0.001 0.002

Table 2.2: Estimates for customer demand model (over matched sample)

Avg. initial Avg. padded Avg. padding prob.
demand amount for demand <τ

over τ LL HL HH
Pickup=0 Mean 1251.757 293.894 0.203 0.132 0.161
Std. Std. Error 1.197 1.229 0.001 0.001 0.001
Pickup=1 Mean 1255.475 307.627 0.230 0.157 0.189
Std. Std. Error 1.441 1.537 0.001 0.001 0.001

Avg. drop prob. Total
for demand <τ drop prob.
LL HL HH LL HL HH

Pickup=0 Mean 0.440 0.340 0.419 0.069 0.154 0.190
Std. Std. Error 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001
Pickup=1 Mean 0.420 0.332 0.403 0.065 0.149 0.182

Std. Error 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001

Table 2.3: Marginal effects for customer demand model (over matched sample)
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in order-padding behavior in each of the policies. For example, in the LL policy

customers pad 23% of the below-threshold natural demand instances. Compara-

tively, in the HL and HH policies, customers respectively pad 15.7% and 18.9%. We

note that the LL policy’s low threshold τLow = 0.4d̄ amplifies its padding numbers

compared to other policies with higher threshold and shipping fee. When com-

pared on the constant scale of the number of total natural demand instances, the

share of padded orders is respectively 3.5%, 7.1% and 8.5% in the LL, HL and

HH policies. In other words, both the policy drivers—threshold and shipping fee—

significantly shape customers’ order-padding response to a CFS policy. Very similar

but slightly lower propensity to pad—between 13.2% to 20.3% of the total natural

demand instances—is observed in the without-pickup markets. This indicates that

ease-of-return experience does not strongly moderate the effect of CFS terms on a

customer’s order-padding response.

The model describes the data well. We find a close fit between the observed

distribution and the simulated distribution of order size based on the estimated

parameters. The Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence statistic, a standard measure of

discrepancy between two densities [29], is less than 0.052 across the three policies

and the two pickup market types (KL statistic equals 0 for identical distributions

and can go to ∞ for non-identical ones).

Furthermore, we find that our model performs better than alternate modeling

choices that exclude the effect of the shipping fee on customer choices, or ignore

the plausible change in order incidences. In Appendix Table A13, we compare

the performance of our model with alternate models (model M1, which considers
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threshold-only effect as is the case in the majority of existing CFS studies, and model

M2, which also considers shipping fee-only effect. Both the models do not consider

the effect on order incidences). We find that our model consistently ranks higher

in comparison to these alternate models across three commonly studied goodness-

of-fit statistics: Log-Likelihood, Akaike information criterion (AIC), and Bayesian

information criterion (BIC). Specifically, our model has the minimum score for each

of these statistics. Similarly, we find that our model ranks highest in evaluation of

KL divergence statistics, across all the policies. Quantile–Quantile plots in Appendix

Figure A6 comparing the three models tell a consistent story.

2.4.3 Customer Return Model and Bubble-Purchases Response

In the previous section, we find that both CFS threshold and shipping fee

terms significantly effect customers’ order-padding propensity. Furthermore, in spite

of a modest inconvenience in processing returns, without-pickup markets’ customers

display considerable propensity to engage in order-padding behavior. In other words,

in our retailer’s context, customers’ ease-of-return experience weakly moderates their

order-padding response to the CFS policy.

Next, in this section, we focus on how CFS threshold and shipping fee terms

relate to customers’ engagement in bubble purchases and how the ease-of-return

experience moderates these relationships. Specifically, we quantify the extent of

bubble purchases in the three policies, across the two market types, by estimating
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the following specification:

logit(Returni,m,t) = α⃗11 · I⃗(Pm)×HLt + α⃗21 · I⃗(Pm)×HHt

+ α⃗02 ◦ P⃗ (pad|OrderSize, CFS) · I⃗(Pm)

+ α⃗12 ◦ P⃗ (pad|OrderSize, CFS) · I⃗(Pm)×HLt

+ α⃗22 ◦ P⃗ (pad|OrderSize, CFS) · I⃗(Pm)×HHt

+ α3log(OrderSizei) + α4ReturnControl,m,t + γm + εi,m,t, (2.7)

where ◦ is the Hadamard (element-wise) multiplication of vectors;

α⃗. denotes {αwith−pickup
. , αwithout−pickup

. }, which is the set of coefficients for with- and

without-pickup markets. Similarly, P⃗Pm(pad|OrderSize, CFS) denotes the likeli-

hood vector of an above-threshold order with size OrderSizei to be a padded order

for a given CFS policy, for a market m. Here, OrderSizei is equivalent to si, the

notation we had used previously to denote the size of order i. We use the structural

model estimates reported in Table 2.2 to compute padding propensities. Note that

this probability is related but different than PPm(pad; di, τ, f) which denoted the

probability of padding for a natural demand di below-threshold. Specifically, for an

order of size si for market m, this propensity, PPm(pad|si, CFS), is given by

PPm(pad|si, CFS(τ, f)) =
gPm(si − τ)

∫ τ

0
PPm(pad;x, τ, f)hPm(x)dx

hPm(si) + gPm(si − τ)
∫ τ

0
PPm(pad;x, τ, f)hPm(x)dx

.

(2.8)

Further, I⃗(Pm) is a binary vector which is {1, 0} for with-pickup markets and {0, 1}
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otherwise. Note that, in the specification, we do not include I⃗(Pm) as a control

variable since it is collinear with market-fixed effects, γ′
m. Finally, HL and HH

denote dummy variables that are set to 1 for observations in periods of HL and HH

policies respectively.

In addition to CFS policies, the return rates can be affected by temporal and

seasonal factors. To account for these changes and ensure that they do not bias

our estimates, we rely on the return rates observed in the orders of size ≥ 2τHigh.

Note that shipping fees do not apply to orders with natural demand above 2τHigh.

Additionally, padded orders are unlikely to be larger than 2τHigh. Thus, orders in

this group capture any change in return rates on account of temporal trends or

seasonality but are not affected by our CFS policies. Further, this group of large

sized orders exhibit a parallel trend with the rest of the orders (we present formal

tests for validation of ≥ 2τHigh orders as a control group in Appendix A.2). We

therefore include a control variable ReturnControl,m,t which is the average return

rate for the orders of size ≥ 2τHigh in the same time period.

The coefficients of interest are in vectors α⃗02, α⃗12, and α⃗22 that respectively

include estimates for LL, HL, and HH policies. The first and second element of these

vectors represent respectively with- and without-pickup markets. A significant esti-

mate of coefficients in these vectors would imply a significant change in the padded

orders’ average return rate compared to that of non-padded orders, controlling for

size and padding propensity.
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Identification of Return Model Parameters.

Conceptually, our methodology to identify the ease-of-return’s moderating im-

pact is akin to triple Difference-in-Differences (DDD) methodology. The first differ-

ence captures, within a market type, the gap in the average return rate of padded

and non-padded orders. The second difference evaluates, again within a market

type, change in this gap with the change in threshold or shipping fee term relative

to a base (LL) policy. As noted earlier, a change in the return-rate gap can be

driven by a change in either customers’ engagement in order padding only (and not

in bubble purchase) or both order padding and bubble purchase. We control for a

change in order padding by controlling for estimated order propensities using our

structural model results (Table 2.3). In addition, as discussed above, we include the

control group’s average return rate to control for any potential change in orders’

return rate due to varying temporal and seasonal factors across the three policy

periods. Finally, the third difference captures the relative difference in the return-

rate gap, caused by the change in CFS terms, across the two market types; thus,

identifying the moderating impact of customers’ ease-of-return experience.

2.4.3.1 Model Estimation and Results

Table 2.4 reports the estimation results of Eq (2.7). We obtain α⃗02 = {0.270, 0.064}.

This implies that, in both with- and without-pickup markets, we fail to find signif-

icant presence of bubble purchases during the LL policy. Comparatively, for the

HL and HH policies, we obtain α⃗12 = {1.137∗∗∗, 0.160} and α⃗22 = {1.458∗∗∗, 0.248}.
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DV: Return
Coeff. Std. Err. Marg. Effect Std. Err.
(1) (2) (3) (4)

HL×I(Pm = 0) -0.023 0.110 -0.002 0.010
HH×I(Pm = 0) -0.029 0.111 -0.003 0.010
P (Pm=0)(pad)× I(Pm = 0) 0.064 0.108 0.006 0.010
HL× P (Pm=0)(pad)× I(Pm = 0) 0.160 0.976 0.015 0.090
HH × P (Pm=0)(pad)× I(Pm = 0) 0.248 0.981 0.023 0.091
HL× I(Pm = 1) -0.030 0.046 -0.003 0.004
HH × I(Pm = 1) -0.051 0.047 -0.005 0.004
P (Pm=1)(pad)× I(Pm = 1) 0.270 0.426 0.025 0.039
HL× P (Pm=1)(pad)× I(Pm = 1) 1.137** 0.414 0.106** 0.038
HH × P (Pm=1)(pad)× I(Pm = 1) 1.458*** 0.411 0.136*** 0.038
log(OrderSize) 0.567*** 0.059 0.052*** 0.005
ReturnControl 0.038 0.046 0.004 0.004
Market fixed effects Yes
LLR p-value 0.000
Number of observations 206150
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p< 0.001

Table 2.4: Impact of CFS policy drivers on bubble purchases (over matched sample)

The marginal effects of these estimates are reported in column (3). Together these

estimates convey an interesting customer behavior in our retailer’s context. Specif-

ically, in with-pickup markets, we find significant change in the padded orders’

return-rate during HL and HH policies compared to that in the LL policy. Further,

t-tests between coefficients of HH and HL policies (1.458∗∗∗ and 1.137∗∗∗) reveal

that increase between the HH and LL policies is significant higher compared to that

between the HL and LL policies. In summary, in with-pickup markets, we find evi-

dence that both the threshold and shipping fee terms significantly shape customers’

engagement in bubble purchases.

In contrast, in without-pickup markets, we do not find evidence of a significant

change in the padded orders’ return propensity across the three policies. Given our

finding regarding the absence of bubble purchases in the LL policy, these results

imply that customers in without-pickup markets exhibit no significant propensity
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to engage in bubble purchases across all the three policies. The range of confidence

intervals for all the insignificant effects above are small and close to 0, supporting

the absence of effects rather than a lack of statistical power to estimate the effects.

Next, we use the marginal effects of the with-pickup markets’ estimates to

compute the impact of threshold and shipping fee on the share of bubble purchases

among padded orders. We find that in the HL policy padded orders’ return propen-

sity is higher by 10.6 percentage points than that of non-padded orders. This higher

average return propensity is driven by the increase in threshold level—from τLow to

τHigh. Furthermore, this higher average is an artifact of both types of order-padding

instances: bubble purchases and real demand. Adjusting for the real demand order-

padding instances, we find that in the HL policy, the share of bubble purchases

among the padded orders is 12.68% (see Appendix A.6 for computation details).

Likewise, compared to the LL policy, in the HH policy we find a 13.6 percentage

points increase in the padded orders’ return propensity over non-padded orders.

Equivalently, we find that, in the HH policy, the bubble purchases share of padded

orders is 18.85% (see Appendix A.6). The incremental difference of 6.18 percentage

points in the bubble purchases share of padded orders between the HH and HL

policies is due to shipping fee differences between these policies (fHigh versus fLow).

To summarize, we find that ease-of-return experience can strongly moderate

threshold and shipping fee effect on customers’ propensity to engage in bubble pur-

chases. In our retailer’s context, modest inconvenience in the return experience

completely eliminates their engagement in bubble purchases across all the three

CFS policies. Further, in with-pickup markets, the more stringent (higher) CFS
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terms significantly increase the share of padded orders that are bubble purchases.

2.5 Robustness

In this section, we show the robustness of our findings to the use of alternate

sub-samples and model specifications. To test the robustness of order-padding find-

ings, we use the following three methods. First, we re-estimate the structural model

using an alternate six-week HL policy period that precedes the LL period. This test

enables us to verify: (a) whether the customers’ order-padding behavior is sensitive

to potential threshold-referencing behavior due to the retailer’s switch from LL to

HL policies (and vice-a-versa); and (b) whether the findings are sensitive to any

temporal changes in the order-size distribution. If our findings are affected by any

temporal trends that we may not have captured, using this HL period should sub-

stantially affect the magnitude or reverse the direction of our estimates. Second, the

LL policy overlaps with the end-of-year holiday period that is typically considered

to be an atypical sales period. We examine whether our findings are sensitive to this

period by re-estimating our model using a sub-sample of LL policy observations that

excludes the Christmas and New Year period. Finally, we examine order-padding

behavior using the linear padding probability model as in Cachon et al. [6] and Jin

et al. [7]. We present the results of these robustness tests in Appendix A.4. Across

all the three robustness tests, we obtain estimates that mimic our main findings (as

reported in Table 2.3).

Next, we test the robustness of our bubble purchase findings in Section 2.4.3
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using the following three alternative specifications. In Appendix A.5, we present

the results of a specification that includes quadratic value of OrderSize (instead

of logarithmic transformation) as a control for the size-determined on-par return

propensity (see Table A12). Likewise, in Table ??, we present the results with an

alternate approach to compute padding propensities using discrete order size values

to ensure that our results are not overly sensitive to padding propensity specification.

We show the results with two discretization steps of INR 50 and 100. Collectively,

across these three robustness tests, we continue to find consistent evidence of a

significant relationship between CFS terms and bubble purchases and the strong

moderating role of ease-of-return experience in shaping these relationships.

2.5.1 Alternate Evidence of Prevalence of Bubble Purchases

In empirical studies using a structural model, a typical concern is whether

the obtained insights are tied to the model choices. Towards this end, we present

alternate evidence for the prevalence of bubble purchases that does not rely on our

structural model.

We test for the prevalence of bubble purchases in a CFS policy by compar-

ing the average return rate of the above-threshold orders with that of the below-

threshold orders, controlling for order size. If the difference between the size-

adjusted return rates of the above- and below-threshold orders is statistically signifi-

cant, then one can reject the absence of bubble purchases among the padded orders.

In other words, one would observe a significant difference in these return rates only
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in the presence of bubble purchases. In particular, we estimate the following speci-

fication:

logit(Returni,m,t) = α⃗01 · I⃗(Pm)× LLt × Aboveτlowi

+ α⃗11 · I⃗(Pm)×HLt + α⃗21 · I⃗(Pm)×HHt

+ α⃗12 · I⃗(Pm)×HLt × Above
τhigh
i

+ α⃗22 · I⃗(Pm)×HHt × Above
τhigh
i

+ α3log(OrderSizei) + α4ReturnControl,m,t + γm + εi,m,t. (2.9)

Here, Aboveτlowi and Above
τhigh
i denote dummy variables that are set to 1 for orders

with size si ≥ τlow and si ≥ τhigh respectively. LL denotes a dummy variable that is

set to 1 for observations in the LL policy period, and 0 otherwise. Similar to Eq (2.7)

we control for an order’s size, temporal trends (ReturnControl,m,t), and market fixed

effects. Further, our control variables I⃗(Pm)×HLt and I⃗(Pm)×HHt capture any

change in the size-adjusted average return rates in the HL and HH policies when

compared to that in the LL policy.

In Eq (2.9), the coefficients of interest are α⃗01, α⃗12 and α⃗22 which capture the

difference in the above- and below-threshold orders’ (size-adjusted) return rates in

LL, HL and HH policies respectively. The estimates in Table 2.5 show statistically

insignificant estimates for αwithout−pickup
12 and αwithout−pickup

22 . This suggests the ab-

sence of an increase in bubble purchases due to HL and HH policies when compared

to the LL policy in without-pickup markets. In contrast, the statistical significant
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DV: Return
coefficient std. error marginal effect std. error
(1) (2) (3) (4)

LL×Aboveτlow × I(Pm = 0) 0.030 0.176 0.003 0.016
LL×Aboveτlow × I(Pm = 1) 0.056 0.080 0.005 0.007
HL×I(Pm = 0) -0.027 0.183 -0.002 0.017
HH×I(Pm = 0) -0.033 0.184 -0.003 0.017
HL×Aboveτhigh × I(Pm = 0) -0.030 0.174 -0.003 0.016
HH× Aboveτhigh × I(Pm = 0) 0.056 0.173 0.005 0.016
HL×I(Pm = 1) 0.046 0.080 0.004 0.007
HH×I(Pm = 1) 0.044 0.082 0.004 0.008
HL×Aboveτhigh × I(Pm = 1) 0.181** 0.069 0.017** 0.008
HH×Aboveτhigh × I(Pm = 1) 0.325*** 0.088 0.030*** 0.008
log(OrderSize) 0.748*** 0.069 0.069*** 0.006
ReturnControl 0.031 0.046 0.003 0.004
Market fixed effects Yes
LLR p-value 0.000
Number of observations 206150
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

Table 2.5: Impact of CFS policy on existence of bubble purchases (over matched
sample)

coefficients for αwith−pickup
12 and αwith−pickup

22 re-confirm that bubble purchases occur

under HL and HH policies in with-pickup markets. The marginal effects are sub-

stantial as well. Note that, although αwith−pickup
22 (0.325∗∗∗) is significantly higher

than αwith−pickup
12 (0.181∗∗∗), we cannot conclude that customers engage more often

in bubble purchases in the HH policy than in the HL policy. This is because cus-

tomers in the HH policy pad a larger share of below-threshold orders than in the HL

policy in with-pickup markets (19% vs 16%, as reported in Table 2.3). Therefore,

even if customers have the same propensities of padded order being bubble pur-

chases in HH and HL policies, we may find a higher estimate for αwith−pickup
22 than

for αwith−pickup
12 . Our focal analysis in Section 2.4.3 therefore accounts for padding

propensities for each order size and policy to establish this conclusion.
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(a) with-pickup markets (b) without-pickup markets

Figure 2.4: Retailer’s profit as a function of CFS policy

2.6 Managerial Implications

Our empirical results identify a strong role of the returns process in moderating

a customer’s response to the CFS policy terms: threshold and shipping fee. It is,

thus, imperative for a retailer to carefully reflect on the implications of its adopted

returns policy while designing its CFS policy. Below, we first illustrate through

counterfactual analyses the cost of ignoring the salient moderating role of ease-of-

return experience. Next, we further leverage our setting’s strength to elicit the joint

role of threshold and shipping fee terms in shaping a CFS policy’s performance, a

scantily studied aspect in the extant literature.
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2.6.1 Ease-of-Return Experience and CFS Policy Design: The Cost

of Ignorance

Figure 2.4 displays how a retailer’s expected profit per order varies with dif-

ferent threshold and shipping fee combinations under the two market types. Panels

(a) and (b) respectively denote with- and without-pickup markets’ profitability out-

comes. For a given threshold and shipping fee combination, we compute expected

profit by inferring the associated impact on the order incidence rate, the order-

padding, and the bubble-purchase response. We do so using estimates reported in

Tables 2.3 and 2.4. Further, we make the following assumptions to compute prof-

itability: gross product margin 40%, shipping logistics cost is set to a conservative

value of INR 50, returns processing cost is set same as the self-postage refund of

INR 100, and the returns salvage cost is set to INR 0. A darker shade in the figure

indicates a higher value of profit.

Across both market types, we find that, for a given threshold, the profit has

an ‘inverted U’ relationship with the shipping fee. In the low to medium shipping

fee region, the gain in profit due to order padding and shipping revenue dominates

the loss associated with a drop in incidence of the below-threshold orders and cost

of higher returns due to bubble purchases. This trade-off, however, reverses in the

high shipping fee region.

We find a counterintuitive pattern with regards to the selection of CFS terms

in markets with different ease-of-return experiences for customers. To recall, con-

sistent with the extant literature, our empirical results imply that stringent CFS
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terms (either higher threshold or shipping fee) would result in higher order padding.

Thus, intuitively, it seems that, in markets with convenient returns process, such as

with-pickup markets, a retailer would be better off by setting stringent CFS terms.

The resultant high order-padding response would compensate for concomitant bub-

ble purchases. In contrast, we find that the retailer is better off setting lenient CFS

terms (τ, f) = (1000, 120))) in with-pickup markets. Comparatively, in without-

pickup markets the retailer should set stringent CFS terms (τ, f) = (2500, 260)).

This counterintuitive pattern is explained by the novel finding of our study; ease-of-

return experience has an unequal moderating effect on the induced order-padding

and bubble-purchase intensity in response to the CFS policy. Specifically, in our

retailer’s context, we find that the modest inconvenience of without-pickup markets

completely eliminates bubble purchases and only feebly dampens order-padding in-

tensity. This, in turn, encourages the retailer to maximize profits by increasing order

padding through stringent CFS terms.

Furthermore, we find that a retailer has to bear a substantial cost if the CFS

policy is misaligned with the customers’ ease-of-return experience. For instance, if

the optimal CFS policy of without-pickup markets (τ, f) = (2500, 260) is applied

in with-pickup markets, the retailer would face a 2.7 times increase in the bubble

purchases share (59.6% vs 16.1%), and, as a result, a 13.2% drop in profitability.
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(a) with-pickup markets (b) without-pickup markets

Figure 2.5: The retailer’s profit function’s cross-partial derivative w.r.t. threshold
and shipping fee

2.6.2 CFS Shipping Fee and Threshold Terms: Complements or Sub-

stitutes?

In the past literature, the joint impact of the two CFS terms—threshold and

shipping fee— on retailer profits has not been studied, largely due to limitations of

data settings that provided variation in only one of these terms. Our analysis below

aims to fill this important gap. We seek to understand if they play a complementary

or substitute role in shaping the retailer’s profit.

Figure 2.5 shows the cross partial derivative of the retailer’s profit function

with respect to threshold and shipping fee terms. In the red and blue regions, the

value of this cross-derivative is positive and negative respectively. This implies, in

both the market types, the joint impact of the threshold and shipping fee terms on

a CFS policy’s profit is not the same. These terms can act as either complements

or substitutes depending on the following two implicit trade-off scenarios.
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In the without-pickup markets (Panel (b)), where the share of bubble pur-

chases in the padded orders is negligible, the two terms acts as complements in the

low-shipping fee region. In moderate to high shipping fee regions, the two terms act

as complements only if the threshold value is sufficiently high. Intuitively, as the

shipping fee amount increases, the customers’ disposition for paying the shipping

fee decreases (i.e., the choice of purchasing the below-threshold orders by paying

shipping fee f). The associated decrease is proportionally split between the order-

padding and order-abandonment response. The delineation of complement versus

substitute relationship between the two terms is governed by whether the benefits of

padded-orders are higher or lower, relative to the losses due to abandonment. The

padding benefits overshadow the abandonment losses when the threshold value is

sufficiently high.

In the with-pickup markets (Panel(a)), the significant presence of the bubble

purchases intertwines the threshold and shipping fee relationship. To recall, our em-

pirical findings document that customers’ propensity to engage in bubble purchases

increases as the threshold level increases. This in turn implies that, in the with-

pickup markets as the threshold value rises, the increase in returns cost due to bubble

purchases depletes the retailer’s related profit gains from order-padding. As a result,

with the increase in threshold value, the abandonment losses overshadow the order-

padding gain (net of bubble purchases). Thus, in the low-shipping fee regions, the

relationship reverses from complements to substitutes in the high threshold region.

In summary, the varying nature of the relationship between threshold and

shipping fee terms across the two market types further reinforces the call that a
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retailer should design the CFS policy in accordance with (and not in isolation of)

the adopted returns policy features.

2.7 Conclusion

Contingent Free Shipping (CFS) policies are increasingly adopted worldwide

by online retailers. A retailer can gain financially through the use of CFS policy

[6]. But such a gain is dampened by customers’ propensity to engage in bubble

purchases as a response to the CFS policy terms. Bubble purchases refer to orders

with spuriously padded items, which earns a customer free shipping but that are

later returned. The resultant increase in product returns can considerably strain

the retailer’s financial performance. Thus, it is pivotal for managers designing CFS

policies to account for determinants of bubble purchases so as to minimize its waning

effect on CFS policy’s gain. In this study, we empirically identify a novel determinant

of bubble purchases, customers’ ease-of-return experience, which is regulated by the

retailer’s adopted returns policy.

Our paper makes important contributions to research and practice. First, it

expands the extant literature by examining the role of a core purchasing context

aspect: ease-of-return experience. Our findings call for managers to carefully reflect

on returns policy features when setting CFS policy terms. Second, it brings to the

fore that the relationship between the two CFS terms—threshold and shipping fee—

is not constant. These terms can act as complements or substitutes conditional on

the magnitude of each term and the leniency of returns policy. Third, it provides
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a parsimonious framework to test for customers’ order-padding response to applied

CFS terms, while accounting for potential change in the incidence of the below-

threshold orders.

The importance of CFS policies to retailers, and a relatively nascent academic

understanding of it, offers multiple avenues of future research. Two such opportu-

nities arise by addressing the following limiting aspects of this study. Our empirical

context captures a limited repeat-purchase transaction setting. As a result, we are

unable to separately identify the causes for change in incidence rate of the below-

threshold orders. It would be interesting to quantify the relative share of different

causes, including that of order-abandonment and aggregation of multiple small-

size orders to form one combined padded order. Similarly, it would be worthwhile

studying the relative contribution of customers’ intentional engagement in bubble

purchases compared to those purchases due to an impulsive reaction of last-minute

additions. Such an understanding would help managers employ appropriate nudges

for mitigating the causes of bubble purchases. Lastly, we capture the relationship

between CFS terms, ease-of-return experience and order padding using a parsimo-

nious customer demand model. A more expansive model that evaluates the impact

on profitability could yield valuable insights for optimal CFS and returns policy

design.
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Chapter 3: To Bundle or Not to Bundle: The Impact of Conditional

Discounts on Net Sales

3.1 Introduction

Product returns are generally an after-thought and one of the challenges in retail

industry that is not viewed favorably by many retailers. Despite the active en-

gagement in efforts to boost their sales, retailers have not been taking preventive

measures to prohibit returns. Deemed as a ”necessary evil” [30], the endeavors to

limit product returns by imposing restrictions such as shortening the allowable re-

turn window [31] or charging re-stocking fees[2, 3] has not been well-received by

the retailers as they continue to offer lenient return policies and face the enormous

costs associated with returns. The estimated return rate for purchases during 2021

is 16.6% which adds up to over $761 billion worth of merchandise1. The return rate

and associated costs for online retailers is even higher where returning a $50 item

on average costs $33, according to Optoro, a returns processor company2.

Although they are costly during the entire season, returns are even more costly

towards the end of the selling season, when there is limited opportunity for selling

1https://tinyurl.com/4az3ancx
2https://tinyurl.com/3889pxre
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the products and retailers do not desire products coming back their way. Specially

during markdowns, the retailers reduce prices to move as much products as possible

to the customers, therefore, any product returning back to the retailer’s warehouses

or stores tends to be more costly given the shorter window to resell it. Majority

of retailers, alongside the scholars, have been exploring the techniques and tools to

move as much products as possible to the customers, with scant attention to the

return process. When designing the markdown strategies, retailers evaluate different

approaches for price reduction such as regular discounts or bundle discount. A

regular discount is presented to customers as a percentage of price to be deducted

from item’s listed price whereas the bundle discount is presented as a price deduction

conditional on purchase of a combination of specific products determined by the

retailer. Therefore, customers are required to spend more money with the retailer to

qualify for a bundle discount. Retailers also consider the combination or assortment

of items they plan to offer at markdown prices which itself can be a decision variable

for the retailer. All these elements combined, determine how the sales would look

like for the retailer. However, the consequence of such markdown strategies on

product returns and the actual sales after product returns which determines the

performance of a policy has been neglected for long.

In this study, we explore whether different markdown strategies affect product

sales and returns differently. We also explore the key reasons contributing to such

differences and identify settings where retailers should prefer one markdown type

to the other. Finally, we study how considering product returns can change the

retailer’s preferred markdown strategy and the implications of markdown strategies
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that are designed ignoring returns.

To answer our research questions, we have partnered with one of the largest

apparel retailers in Turkey to study the impact of bundle and regular discounts on

customers’ purchase and return decisions. The retailer has offered regular and bun-

dle discounts during multiple weeks in markdown period. The regular and bundle

discount is offered on a large subset of products, with varying discount depth and

timing of markdown. We discover that pricing strategies can change consumer’s

behavior not only at purchase stage, but also when they decide to keep or return

a purchased product which eventually has significant implications for the retailer’s

bottomlines. We find that return rate for products in the retailer’s most popu-

lar category which are offered at a bundle discount decreases on average by 7% to

24% for 10% to 40% bundle discount compared to returns of the same products if

purchased with a regular percentage discount. Such reductions in the return mean

additional 1.0 to 2.6 million Turkish Lira (TL) worth of merchandise that are kept

by the customer.

We find that both regular and bundle discounts will improve the sales quantity

compared to the no-discount case, through promoting more single item purchases

for regular discount and switching from single item to purchase of more items for

bundle discount. However, our goal is to understand under what circumstances one

type of discount performs better than the other and how this performance changes

with respect to returns. Product returns happen due to multitude of reasons such as

items being defective, fit uncertainty or mismatch with customer’s preferences after

experiencing the product [1]. In the brick and mortar retail setting, where customers
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have the chance to evaluate item’s fit and resolve the uncertainty around it, valuation

update for the items post-purchase seem to be the most relevant reason for returns.

The valuation update may be simply because of customer’s changing their mind or

receiving feedback from family and friends. Using an analytical model of customer’s

purchase and return decision between two items, where they can purchase one or

two items or nothing at all, we find that performance of bundles in comparison to

regular discounts, not only depends on purchase stage valuation of items, but also

the post-purchase valuation update for each purchased item.

Our results have significant implications on how retailers should think of their

price markdowns strategy, more specifically the decision on type of discount, choice

of products for discount and the depth of discount. The products offered by a

retailer, may be different in terms of their valuation to the customer, i.e. high or

low value, as well as how eccentric they are. For instance a pair of blue jeans might

be a standard item with different customers valuing it quite similarly whereas a

fashionable shirt with special prints might be eccentric, with valuations taking over

a wider range of values. We find that at purchase stage, performance of bundle

discounts vs. regular discount depends on the mean valuation for an item with

respect to its price as well as how standard or eccentric it is. For items with very

high or very low valuations, there is a clear choice between bundle and regular

discounts. We discover that bundle discounts for high value items and regular

discounts for low value items perform better, although the difference in sales volume

with either discount type is small. Considering the product returns due to post

purchase valuation updates does not change the preference from one discount type
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towards the other. More interesting patterns occur for valuations closer to the

price. In this region which we refer to as differentitation region, bundle of high

value standard items creates the most benefit in terms of sales volume whereas

for low value items in this region, the retailer should pair eccentric and standard

items to achieve the highest improvement in sales. We find that the choice between

bundle and regular discount in the differentitation region is significantly impacted by

product returns. More specifically, considering product returns, the bundle discount

is more attractive for high-value standard items. Even for high value eccentric

items, considering returns can change the retailer’s preference from regular discount

to bundle discount, given the return reduction through bundles and higher sales

numbers.

Our analytical results also highlights the importance of considering returns

as a factor in designing bundles. It is an additional layer of consideration when it

comes to choosing the items to include in bundles. It alters the item choices that are

made considering the purchase-stage valuations only and further refines which items

to choose considering how their post-purchase valuation updates look like. When

customer purchase more than 1 item, their return decision for the items might be

correlated. Our results suggest that choice of bundle items need to be made amongst

the items with negatively correlated post-purchase valuation updates. Otherwise,

the return decision on one of the bundle components can make customer return both

items which reduces the advantage of bundle discounts against regular discounts.

Considering the return implications on a given couple of items, can change the

choice between regular and bundle discounts, especially when the magnitude of sales
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performance difference for these discount types is not large. We find that bundling

items with negatively-correlated post-purchase valuation updates is preferred to

items with positively-correlated updates. This is mainly driven by the fact that for

positively correlated valuation updates, customers may end up returning all items in

the basket if the updates have low values whereas with negatively correlated updates,

there is a higher chance that customer has sufficiently high valuation update for

one of the items such that that she prefers to keep the entire basket and benefit

from bundle discount. Therefore, bundles that may seem non-profitable or equally

profitable as regular discounts at purchase stage, may end up even more profitable

than their regular discount counterpart, conditional on selection of items that satisfy

this condition.

In order to validate the insights suggested by our analytical model, we estimate

the purchase and post-purchase valuation distribution of customers for our partner

retailer. Using a choice model on possible basket combinations offered by the retailer

and maximum likelihood estimation, we estimate the parameters for customer’s

valuation distribution as well as post-purchase valuation updates. Combining these

estimates with the results from our analytical model explains the different impact

of bundle and regular discounts on different categories that we observe in our data.

Using our estimation results and the proposed customer decision model, we conduct

counterfactual analysis which sheds light on the retailer’s best markdown strategy

for each category that they offer, conditional on that they have decided to include

the focal category in markdown assortment. Our partner retailer carries different

category of product and has offered bundles that are applied on a single or across
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category. We find that the retailer can improve their profits up to 5% compared to

their current practice, by correctly accounting for product returns and how they are

impacted by different pricing strategies for a certain category.

We also show that for a generic retailer accounting for the impact of bundle

discounts on consumer returns significantly changes the optimal markdown strategy,

not only in terms of assortment of items to markdown but also depth of discount

they should offer. The optimal discount depth in consideration of returns rises from

15% to 25% in our generic retailer’s case. This change in markdown strategy trans-

lates to up to 6% increase in the profits compared to the markdown strategy and

bundle design in absence of return considerations. Together, these results highlight

the importance of considering product returns in designing the markdown strat-

egy and how ignoring them can lead to significant loss in profitability. Our paper

provides a lower bound on such losses and does not even begin to explore the envi-

ronmental benefits that could arise from more studied practices during making the

firm strategies.

In the remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review

the most related works in the prior literature. In section 3, we present a background

on our partner retailer’s data and how they have carried on their markdown strategy

and the differences in their performance. We then propose a stylized model in section

4 which studies the differences in performance of bundle and regular discount. In

section 5, we estimate a customer choice model for our partner retailer and use it

to validate our stylized model and conduct counterfactual analysis in section 6.
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3.2 Prior Literature

Discounts and their framing not only impacts customers’ purchase and choice of

product decision, but also their post-purchase return behavior. The return impli-

cations of these pricing strategies have been under-studied. Price promotions and

markdowns are among the most commonly used tools in retail for promoting sales.

The impact of these pricing strategies on sales and customers’ purchasing behav-

ior has been extensively studied in marketing literature [11]. From an operations

management perspective, the inventory implications of such pricing activities has

also attracted researchers’ interest [12, 13]. In recent years, there has been a grow-

ing body of literature which focus on the role of discount framing on customer’s

purchase decision [14, 15, 16]. However, little attention has been given to the poten-

tial impact of a retailer’s pricing decisions on product returns. The missing link in

these studies is the impact that different pricing strategies might have on product

returns which eventually determines the final sales for retailers. Our objective is

to understand how regular percentage price discounts and bundle discounts impact

customers in terms of their choice of products and also their return decision. A

regular discount is presented to customers as a percentage of price to be deducted

whereas the bundle discount is presented as a price deduction conditional on pur-

chase of a bundle of certain products offered by the retailer. Therefore, customers

are required to spend more money with the retailer to qualify for a bundle discount.

Foubert and Gijsbrechts [32] find that items that are part of a bundle promotion re-

inforce each other’s choice probability, meaning that customers’ interest in one of the
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products eligible for bundle discounts, can increase the choice probability for other

products in the mix of bundle-eligible products. However, as recognized by many

retailers, consumers’ buying process includes a step beyond the purchase decision—

post-purchase evaluation. It is not clear how the leverage effect changes customers’

return behavior. We strive to fill this gap in the literature. Upon returning one

item from the bundle, depending on retailers’ policies, customers may lose the deal

and will have to pay higher prices for purchase of a single item which can prevent

them from initiating returns. On the other hand, if the stand-alone item’s utility in

absence of bundle discount is not high enough, returning one item in the bundle can

lead to return of the entire bundle. Thus, the direction of change in return rates is

not clear and needs further exploration.

Foubert and Gijsbrechts [32] find that items that are part of a bundle promo-

tion reinforce each other’s choice probability, meaning that customers’ interest in

one of the products eligible for bundle discounts, can increase the choice probability

for other products in the mix of bundle-eligible products. However, as recognized

by many retailers, consumers’ buying process includes a step beyond the purchase

decision— post-purchase evaluation. This step in consumers’ buying process has

been overlooked for long in the literature, such that there are only a few stud-

ies addressing the relation between a retailers’ pricing and promotional activities

with product returns. Ertekin et al. [15] study the profitability of two different

types of promotions, percentage discount and stacked discount (presented as two

separate percentages of price to be deducted, i.e 25% + extra 20%), by explicitly

considering their product return implications. Their results establishes that stacked
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discounts, in comparison to economically equivalent regular percentage discounts,

lead to higher sales but also higher returns due to customers’ misperception of final

price for stacked discount promotion. In a setting with different pricing and dis-

counts structure, Lee and Yi [33] argue that offering financially equivalent discounts,

one in form of a free gift alongside the purchase and the other as a discount over

the purchase of bundle of products is more effective in reducing the product returns,

although they acknowledge the fact that the item labeled as ”gift” may be deemed

of low value for stand-alone purchases. On top of that, offering ”free” products

may endanger the retailer’s image amongst its customers and prohibit long-term

customer engagement with the retailer.

Prior literature suggests that bundle markdowns can induce switching behavior

as well as boosting the category sales [34]. More specifically, items eligible for bundle

discount leverage each others’ choice probability. This means that if a customer has

demand for two units, and one of these units belongs to the set of bundle-eligible

items, the rest of items within the set have higher chance of being selected by the

customer compared to items outside of the bundle-eligible set. However, it is not

clear how this leverage effect changes customers’ return behavior. We strive to fill

this gap in the literature. Moreover, it is not clear how bundles compare to regular

price discounts in terms of returns. Eligibility for a bundle discount is conditional

on quantity of purchase in certain categories. Upon returning one item from the

bundle, depending on retailers’ policies, customers may lose the deal and will have

to pay higher prices for purchase of a single item which can prevent them from

initiating returns. On the other hand, if the stand-alone item’s utility in absence
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of bundle discount is not high enough, returning one item in the bundle can lead

to return of the entire bundle. Thus, the direction of change in return rates is not

clear and needs further exploration.

3.3 Data and Empirical Context

We collaborated with one of the largest clothing retailers in Turkey (hereafter, the

retailer), with specialty in denim category. Besides the denim pants category, the

retailer has also offered items in three other categories; namely, shirts, T-shirts and

polo. We have collected data spanning five months of in-store transactions from our

partner retailers stores, from March 1st, 2019 until July 31st, 2019. The retailer

operates 433 stores across Turkey for which the inventory, pricing and promotional

decisions are centrally made. Predictably, similar promotions run across all the

stores belonging to the retailer at any given time during the selling period.

We collected a rich data set with 2,113,930 transactions, including 774,074

purchases of denim pants category (comprising 45.77% of total revenues). Our

data indicates the purchase date, list price and paid price for each purchase. We

also observe what kind of discount has been applied to each transaction. All the

transactions are recorded with a key identifier which can be traced back to an

individual customer which is generated by either a loyalty card number or customer’s

phone number. Although the retailer has offered multiple apparel categories, they

are globally recognized for their denim pants category which is also the most popular

category among the customers, according to the interviews we had with the retailer.
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Bundle Type
2FOR59 2FOR79 2FOR99 2FOR149 2FOR179 2FOR249

Pants x
Shirt x x
T-Shirt x x x
Polo x x
Discount depth 10.11% 9.83% 7.89% 12.96% 10.80% 9.25%

Table 3.1: Categories included in each bundle type

Except for a few promotion occasions, the retailer has offered all categories

at their listed prices until June 15, 2019, which is the beginning of the markdowns

season. During the markdown season, 78% of the items are offered at discounted

prices. Since our main purpose is to understand the differences between the retailer’s

markdown strategies and how they can influence customers’ purchase and return

behavior differently, we focus on this subset of items for our analysis.

In addition to the regular percentage discount, the retailer has offered addi-

tional discount conditional on purchasing certain quantity of specific items together.

Details about the structure of this discount type, which we refer to as bundle dis-

count can be found in table 3.1. Customers who decide to purchase a bundle of

two pair of pants would pay 249.99 Turkish Liras (TL) which provides them with

an additional 9% discount. Similarly, if customer purchases a shirt and polo which

qualify for ”2FOR149” bundle, they would pay 149 TL for purchasing this bundle

and benefit from the additional 13% discount. Note that for bundles comprised of

two different categories, the customer may purchase two items from a single category

and still be eligible for the bundle discount.

The bundle discount is conditional on customer’s purchasing the specified

items. This condition has to satisfied even after the customer’s return decision, oth-
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erwise the bundle discount will no longer be applied towards the purchase. Product

returns happen due to a multitude of reasons such as items being defective, unknown

fit attributes and valuation uncertainty [1]. In our retailer’s case, they provide fitting

room access for customers to try on the garments. However, as recognized by the

extant literature [35], the consumer may only be fully informed of the fit between

unknown or known attributes to their own preferences after purchasing the item and

taking it home for further experience. Ease of returns [36] and benefit of a refund

as opposed to keeping the item [2] are other determinants of the consumer’s return

behavior. Our partner retailer has offered a 30-day free returns during our data col-

lection period in all their stores. Although there are no re-stocking fees or penalties

associated with returns, customers may lose certain discounts upon returns. That

is, if the customer purchased a bundle of items with the additional bundle discount

and decided to return one of the items, he/she would have to pay a higher price for

the item that she intends to keep. This has been practiced in all the stores during

our observation period.

Table 3.2 provides a summary statistics of the most relevant variables to our

study. The model free evidence provided in this table provides interesting observa-

tions for how bundle and regular discount may differently impact customers’ pur-

chasing and returning behavior. We observe that items with bundle discount not

only sell more, but also seem to have lower rate of return compared to the same

items with regular discount only. The difference can arise due to two reasons: the

additional bundle discount provides customers with further saving and that could

explain our observations, or it can be because of bundle discounts being a more
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Variable Mean (std. deviation)
Transactions # of items per order 1.53 (0.92

return rate with regular discount 9.21% (4.86%)
return rate with additional bundle discount 6.95% (3.34%)
weekly sales qty. with regular discount 199.87(158.72)
weekly sales qty. with bundle discount 235.14(278.82)

Categories Price Pants 135.29(20.74)
Shirt 101.06 (14.01)
T-shirt 43.83 (8.46)
Polo 83.79(6.55)
Pants 7.06% (25.62%)

return Shirt 8.75% (28.26%)
rate T-shirt 5.43% (22.67%)

Polo 9.22% (28.93%)

Table 3.2: Summary statistics

powerful tool compared to regular discounts to boost sales and prevent product re-

turns. Therefore, it is important to understand how regular and bundle discounts

compare in terms of their impact on purchase and return decisions. In the following

section, we will use a regression model to estimate the impact of bundle and regular

discount the retailer offered on their sales and product returns.

3.3.1 Econometric Model

Our partner retailer has offered regular discounts and multiple bundle options to

the customers during the markdown season. Each item offered by the retailer, if

any, is only eligible for one bundle type. For example, there are 3 different bundle

discounts for T-shirt category, 2FOR59, 2FOR79 and 2FOR99. But each individual

item in this category is eligible for only one of these bundles, if purchased along

with other items within the same bundle type.

One shortcoming of our data set is the absence of pure bundle discounts,

meaning that bundle discounts are not applied on the original list price of the
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items. Instead, they are applied as additional discount if the customer purchases

the qualifying baskets. Fortunately, the depth of the bundle discount as well as its

introduction timing differs amongst different items. During the initial 3 weeks of

markdowns, some items are offered at a regular discount price only but later during

the markdown period, they become eligible for bundle discounts. The variation in

regular discount and bundle discount depth as well as availability of weeks during

markdown period with only regular discount, allows us to identify the different

impact of regular and bundle discounts on product sales and returns.

During the markdown period, each of the offered bundles includes items across

1 or 2 categories. For a given category, our goal is to understand under what bundle

conditions (category of items included in the bundle) there is a larger discrepancy

between impact of bundle and regular discounts on product sales and returns. Subse-

quently in section 3.4, we will develop a theoretical model to study the contributing

reasons to this difference in performance of bundle vs. regular discounts and eval-

uate if the directions and insights derived from the analytical model is compatible

with our results in this section.

For each category that our retailer offers, we will estimate the model in equa-

tion 3.1 with two different dependent variables (yit), log(sales) and ReturnRate.

The details about BundleType variable can be found in table 3.1. This table spec-

ifies the bundle types available for each category as well as the payable price for

acquiring the items within the bundle. For instance, a 2FOR59 bundle indicates

price as 59TL. The additional bundle discount is between 8% to 13% of item’s price
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for different bundles.

yit = β1RegularDiscountit + β2BundleDiscountit ×BundleType

+ itemi +Weekt + ζit (3.1)

With this specification, β1 measures the impact of item i’s regular discount on the

dependent variable. A positive significant coefficient means that regular discount

increases the dependent variable. Then, β2 quantifies the impact of additional bun-

dle discount on the dependent variable. Note that both RegularDiscount and

BundleDiscount control for the percentage depth of discount. Therefore, the dif-

ference between β1 and β2 is not because of difference in discount magnitude, but

because of the difference in customers’ differentiating response to each price mark-

down strategy. If bundle discounts for certain categories or combination of categories

perform better, we should observe a significant difference between β1 and β2, where

β2 is larger in magnitude. However, if the regular discount is superior to bundle, we

will observe insignificant coefficient for β2 or its difference with β1, meaning that the

additional bundle discount has not had an improved impact compared to regular

discount. In addition to controls for discount type and depth, we also include fixed

effects for each item and week of observation to control for item-level differences as

well as time effects. Our estimation results are presented in table 3.3. . As expected,

the regular discount for all categories significantly increases the sales. This result is

in-line with the extant literature which suggests that lowering prices increases sales

([20]). As for returns we only find significant impact of regular discount on lowering
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Category Variable Estimate
DV: log(Sales) DV: ReturnRate

Pants RegularDiscount 0.0292*** -0.0005***
(0.002) (0.000)

BundleDiscount×2FOR249 0.0550*** -0.0010***
(0.005) (0.000)

Shirts RegularDiscount 0.0091*** 0.0002
(0.002) (0.000)

BundleDiscount×2FOR149 0.0100* 0.0009
(0.005) (0.001)

BundleDiscount×2FOR179 0.0060* 0.0002
(0.003) (0.000)

T-shirts RegularDiscount 0.0130* -0.0004
(0.006) (0.000)

BundleDiscount×2FOR59 0.0113 0.0009
(0.009) (0.001)

BundleDiscount×2FOR79 0.0178* 0.0005
(0.009) (0.001)

BundleDiscount×2FOR99 0.0049 0.0018
(0.007) (0.001)

Polo RegularDiscount 0.0672*** -0.0003
(0.019) (0.001)

BundleDiscount×2FOR149 0.0731*** 0.0012
(0.011) (0.001)

BundleDiscount×2FOR179 0.0642*** 0.0003
(0.016) (0.001)

Table 3.3: Empirical Evidence of Impact of Bundles and Its Comparison to Regular
Discounts
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returns for pants category. We also find that bundle discounts for all bundle types

except for 2FOR59 and 2FOR99 bundle, have positive impact on sales. But the only

bundle discount which helps reduce returns, is 2For249 bundle which is offered on

the retailer’s most popular category. We tested the significance of difference between

bundle discount and regular discount coefficients for both sales and returns, we only

got significantly different results for pants category which indicates a bundle dis-

count as large as the offered regular discount on this category would lead to higher

number of units sold. The insignificance of this difference for the rest of the bundle

types can be because of two reasons. First, the bundle and regular discount perform

quite similarly and there is no difference in sales quantity with either discount type,

if they are equal in magnitude. Second, it can be because bundle discounts for these

categories do no perform as well as regular discounts but because we do not observe

bundle discounts in isolation from regular discount, we find that coefficients are not

significantly different (instead of bundle coefficient being significantly lower than

regular discount).

Our findings on impact of bundles on sales of pants category aligns with the

extant literature (Foubert and Gijsbrechts [32]) which mainly focuses on sales stage

implication of bundle discounts. We also derive additional insights regarding the

effect of bundles on returns for this category. We find that the bundle discounts

which are equivalent to regular discounts in magnitude, reduce the product return

rate to a larger extent. The further drop in returns for bundle discounts can be

explained as below. Consider two items, item 1 and item 2, each offered at $120

if purchased individually and $100 if purchased as a bundle. Assume the customer
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decides to return item 2 for a refund after purchase. Since the bundle discount

is conditional on purchase of both items 1 and 2, the customer will no longer be

eligible for this offer. Therefore, she will be refunded $80 for item 2, since the

updated price for item 1 (which the customer intends to keep) is $120, instead

of $100. Therefore, customer’s decision to return item 2 might be impacted by

the fact that the refund for this item is $80, not the originally paid price of $100.

However, it is not clear why the bundles impact observed for pants category is not

replicated across all categories. In the next section, we will develop a stylized model

of consumer’s response to regular vs. bundle discount to understand the reasons for

different performance of these discount types for different category of items.

3.4 Stylized Model

Assume a retailer offers two products, item 1 and item 2 at respective prices p1 and p2

and discounts δ1 and δ2 and bundle price pB where pB = p1+p2−δ1−δ2. Customer’s

valuation for items 1 and 2, denoted by v1 and v2 follow independent distributions

with joint probability distribution function f(v1, v2) and marginal probability distri-

bution function f1(v1) and f2(v2). The mean and standard deviation of valuations

are represented by µ1, µ2, σ1 and σ2. For the purpose of understanding how the

performance of regular and bundle discounts differ, we further assume that the bun-

dle discount applied to customers’ purchases of qualifying bundles is equivalent to

the total regular discount. For example, if the offered regular discount for items

1 and 2 is $10 for each item, the equivalent bundle discount for purchasing these
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two items together will be $20, although purchasing single units of these items will

not be eligible for any discount under bundle discounts. We assume that customers

may purchase up to two items with possibility of purchasing nothing. If customer

purchases two items together, she may experience additional term in her valuation

of this purchase, which is denoted by v12. If the purchased items are complements,

v12 takes on positive values whereas for substitutes, it takes negative values. We

assume that at each purchase occasion customers maximize their utility which is

separately outlined with regular and bundle discounts in equations 3.2 and 3.3.



v1 − p1 + δ1, purchase item 1 only,

v2 − p2 + δ2, purchase item 2 only,

v1 + v2 + v12 − p1 − p2 + δ1 + δ2, purchase both,

0, purchase none,

(3.2)

and



v1 − p1, purchase item 1 only,

v2 − p2, purchase item 2 only,

v1 + v2 + v12 − p1 − p2 + δ1 + δ2, purchase both,

0, purchase none.

(3.3)

We first discuss a general model, where the items offered by the retailer are

neither substitutes, nor complements(v12 = 0). Then, in section 3.4.7 we specifically
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consider substitutability and complementarity between the two items.

(a) No discount (b) Regular discount (c) Bundle discount

Figure 3.1: Purchase Decision Based on Realized Valuation of Items

3.4.1 Customer’s Purchasing Decision with Bundle and Regular Dis-

count

Figure 3.1 represents the customers’ choice of purchasing items 1, 2 or both based

on their realized valuations. Without any discounts or with regular discounts, cus-

tomers purchase either item if their realized valuation for the item exceeds the

corresponding price. If the valuation for both products exceeds the price, then the

customer purchases both items.



v1 > p1 − δ1, Purchase item 1

v2 > p2 − δ2, Purchase item 2

v1 > p1 − δ1, v2 > p2 − δ1, Purchase both

(3.4)

With bundle discounts, similar to regular discount, if the customers valuation

is greater than the corresponding price for each item, the customer purchases that

item. Note that with bundle discounts, purchasing a single item does not qualify for
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any discount and customer has to pay the full price. The conditions for purchasing

both items simultaneously, is slightly different. Consider the utility of purchasing

both items when the regular discount offered on each item is equal to δ1 and δ2.

The valuation for each item has to be greater than the discounted price, however,

with bundle discount as long as the customers valuation for each item is at least as

large as price less the entire discount amount and the sum of valuations for the two

items exceeds the bundle price, the customer purchases both items. This condition

is weaker than the condition for regular discount since when customer has high

valuation for one of the items, this item can subsidize purchase of the second item

as well, since the customer can perceive the entire bundle benefit as being attached

to the item that she has lower valuation for. This phenomenon which is referred to

as subsidization or leverage effect of bundling, stimulates more purchases through

selling larger baskets.



v1 > p1, Buy item 1

v2 > p2, Buy item 2

v1 > p1 − δ1 − δ2, v2 > p2 − δ1 − δ2, v1 + v2 > p1 + p2 − δ1 − δ2, Buy both

What we just discussed does not paint the full picture of the dynamics be-

tween regular and bundle discounts though. When customers have low valuations

for both items, the bundle condition may not be satisfied. In these cases, the regular

discount may sell more units through encouraging more single-unit purchases. We

are interested in understanding how lowering the prices, either with a regular dis-
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count or bundle discount will impact number of items that the customer purchases.

Therefore, we study the expected sales quantity with each of the price markdown

strategies. This specific metric allows us to understand how customers’ purchasing

and the following return decision is being influenced, as opposed to other metrics

such as profit which can be controlled by the retailer through change in prices. More-

over, the retailers might have objectives other than maximizing profit throughout

the markdown period. Our choice of expected sales quantity as the main metric in

this analysis, sets up a more general framework to understand customer behavior

and can easily be expanded to accommodate study of retailer’s profit.

Through a follow-up analysis and using a similar metric to the purchase-stage

which is the expected sales quantity after returns, we will then discuss how cus-

tomers keep or return decision is impacted by the regular vs. bundle discount. It is

clear that both regular and bundle discounts will improve the purchase/keep decision

compared to the no-discount case by providing customers with higher surplus. Reg-

ular discounts increase sales through more purchases of single item baskets whereas

bundle discounts encourage more two-item purchases. Mathematically speaking,

B(v1, v2, δ1, δ2) =

∫ p2−δ2

pB−p1

∫ ∞

pB−v2

f(v1, v2)dv1dv2 +

∫ p1−δ1

pB−p2

∫ ∞

pB−v1

f(v1, v2)dv2dv1

(3.5)
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R(v1, v2, δ1, δ2) =

∫ p2

p2−δ2

∫ pB−v2

0

f(v1, v2)dv1dv2 +

∫ p1

p1−δ1

∫ pB−v1

0

f(v1, v2)dv2dv1

(3.6)

where B(v1, v2, δ1, δ2) and R(v1, v2, δ1, δ2) quantify the expected additional sales

quantity for bundle and regular discount respectively. We can determine the differ-

ence in expected sales quantity by subtracting the two terms:

B(v1, v2, δ1, δ2)−R(v1, v2, δ1, δ2) =

∫ p1−δ1

pB−p2

f1(v1)dv1 +

∫ p2−δ2

pB−p1

f2(v2)dv2

−
∫ p1

pB−p2

∫ pB−v1

−∞
f(v1, v2)dv2dv1

−
∫ p2

pB−p1

∫ pB−v2

−∞
f(v1, v2)dv1dv2. (3.7)

In the following section we will develop a model of customer’s keep or return decision,

conditional on their purchase either with regular or bundle discounts.

3.4.2 Customer’s Return Decision with Bundle and Regular Dis-

counts

After purchasing an item, even if the customer is provided with the possibility to try

the item and evaluate its fit at the time of purchase, they may change their mind after

purchase and experiencing the item. We refer to this change in customer’s initial

valuation as post-purchase valuation update. We model customer’s return behavior

using the post-purchase valuation update for their purchases. We assume that the

post-purchase update in valuation is independent of customer’s initial valuation
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for the item and is represented by ε1 and ε2 that are distributed according to a

probability distribution function g(ε1, ε2). For a single-item basket under regular

discount we can write the keep or return decision as customers maximizing the

utility associated with their return decision as outlined below:


vi + εi − pi + δi, keep item i,

0, return item i,

(3.8)

and under bundle discounts we have


vi + εi − pi, keep item i,

0, return item i.

(3.9)

Since bundle discounts are only applicable to purchases with more than 1 item

(in our partner retailer’s case, 2 items), we look into customer’s return decision

for two-item baskets separately for regular and bundle discounts which is based on

maximizing the utilities outlined in equations 3.10 and 3.11.



v1 + ε1 − p1 + δ1, keeps item 1 only,

v2 + ε2 − p2 + δ2, keeps item 2 only,

v1 + v2 + ε1 + ε2 − p1 − p2 + δ1 + δ2, keeps both,

0, returns both,

(3.10)
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and



v1 + ε1 − p1, keeps item 1 only,

v2 + ε2 − p2, keeps item 2 only,

v1 + v2 + ε1 + ε2 − p1 − p2 + δ1 + δ2, keeps both,

0, returns both.

(3.11)

Assuming the customer makes a decision that maximizes her utility, we compare

the probability that the customer keeps both of the purchased items. For regular

discounts this probability can be expressed as

P (v1 + v2 + ε1 + ε2 − (p1 + p2 − δ1 − δ2) > max{0, v1 − (p1 − δ1), v2 − (p2 − δ2})

(3.12)

and for bundle discounts as

P (v1 + v2 + ε1 + ε2 − (p1 + p2 − δ1 − δ2) > max{0, v1 − p1, v2 − p2}). (3.13)

Since the right-hand-sides of equations 3.12 and 3.13 are equivalent, we can compare

the probability of keeping both items with regular and bundle discounts, based on

the left-hand-side of the equations. If the customer returns a single item from

her bundle purchase, she loses the entire bundle discount and obtains lower utility

from exercising this option. Therefore, it is clear that the probability of keeping
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both items under bundle discounts is larger than regular discounts3. However, with

bundles the customer has lower probability of keeping a single item compared to

regular discount, due to lack of any price incentives for keeping single item which

can result in returning both items. More specifically, if customer’s post-purchase

valuation update for both products is low, then the customer has a higher chance of

returning both products whereas if the post-purchase updates move in the opposite

direction then the subsidization effect of bundles alongside with discounts for keeping

both items, can rationalize keeping both items. To be precise, we expect the bundle

discounts to result in lower (higher) return rates for negatively(positively) correlated

post-purchase updates. We provide the steps and details of calculating expected

number of kept items in section B.1 of the appendix.

On one hand, bundle discounts can encourage purchases of large basket for

customers who would have purchased nothing or only one item. On the other hand,

regular discounts encourage more single-item purchases for customers who wouldn’t

have purchased in absence of regular discounts. Furthermore, as we mentioned

before, the difference in performance of regular and bundle discounts is not only

observed at the purchase stage, but also at customer’s keep or return decision,

where the bundles can decrease the return rate through leverage effect amongst the

items and regular discount can reduce the return rate by reversing the decision to

return both items to keeping at least one of the purchases.

In the following section, we draw insights on how to disentangle the competing

3For a random variable X, P (X > max{0, a− b} ≥ P (X > max{0, a}, where a and b are both
positive numbers
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forces which determine the performance of bundle and regular discounts and provide

guidelines and conditions under which either price markdown policy would perform

superior to the other. We also provide multiple numerical examples using Normal

distribution of valuations. We have two main reasons for our choice of Normal dis-

tribution: first, it provides more flexibility for changing the distribution parameters

and preserve the spread of valuations to drive our main insights. One can shift the

mean of distribution by changing the location parameter but still preserve the shape

and spread of the valuation distribution. Second, later in section 3.5 we estimate a

consumer choice model based on our partner retailer’s data. We consider a random

coefficients model which assumes Normal distribution for the coefficients of utility

function specification. Our choice of Normal distribution at this stage ensures con-

sistency throughout the paper and provides a setting to connect our analytical and

empirical results. Note that our analytical results can be replicated using different

distributional assumptions, although the interpretation of results may need a more

careful evaluation of parameter settings.

3.4.3 Conditions for Bundles Outperforming Regular Discounts

Figure 3.2 highlights the differences in the sales quantity between regular (striped

area) and bundle discounts (green-colored area), based on customer’s realized valu-

ations. It can be seen in this figure that if the marginal distribution of valuations for

each item has a high density over high values, bundle discounts may outperform the

regular discounts. In looser terms, if the area under the probability density func-
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Figure 3.2: Difference in expected sales with regular vs. bundle discount; green-
shaded(striped) area denotes higher sales for bundle (regular) discounts

tion in the green-highlighted region is larger than the striped region, then offering

discounts as bundle discounts is more profitable. For the purpose of presenting our

main insights, we divide the range of possible valuations into two groups: The first

group consists of values that either fall short of an item’s price less the entire bundle

discount, which we refer to as leveraged price for that item (indicating a low-value

item) or valuations that are greater than item’s price (indicating a high-value item).

We refer to this region of valuations as boundary region. The second region is the

interval of valuations between the leveraged and original price which we refer to as

differentiation region. Within the differentiation region, we refer to items with mean

valuation higher(less) than the discounted price as high(low)-value items.
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3.4.4 Case1: Boundary Region

Let us first consider the case where the mean valuation of items are high compared

to the price. For small values of standard deviation of valuations, almost all real-

ized v1 and v2 values will concentrate around the mean. Therefore, even without

any discounts, the customer would purchase both items which yields no additional

benefit for either discount regime. However, as the standard deviation of valuations

for either item (i.e item 2) becomes larger (and thereby the valuations become more

heterogeneous), while the other item’s valuation distribution remains unchanged

(item 1), the probability of realized valuations that do not satisfy the purchase con-

dition with regular discounts increases whereas bundles continue to sell both items

through the leverage effect among the items (region ’ifgh’ and ’abcd’ of figure 3.2).

This means that there will be a higher probability of v2 values that might not inde-

pendently exceed p−δ to be purchased alone, but are still high enough (v2 > pB−p1)

so that along with item 1 provide the customer with value exceeding pB. This gives

rise to the pattern observed in panel (a) of figure 3.3, which assumes a Normal

distribution with mean equal to 100. The opposite pattern is observable for cases

where prices are much higher than the mean of valuation distribution (panel (d) of

figure 3.3). There is no benefit for either regular or bundle discount when σ1 and σ2

are low, since the customers do not purchase anything. As the standard deviations

increase, it benefits regular discounts more than the bundle discounts due to larger

expenditure requirement for customer’s majority of who have low realized value.

Therefore, providing discount on single items yields a higher sales volume (region
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’pnkg’ and ’ajml’ of figure 3.2). As it can be seen in panel (a) and (d) of figure 3.3,

although there is a clear choice between bundle vs. regular discount for items that

are either high-value or low-value, the difference is small in magnitude. We provide

further numerical examples assuming different mean valuation for items in section

B.2 of the appendix.

3.4.5 Case2: Differentiation Region

For items with mean valuation in the differentiation region, standard deviation of

valuations plays a paramount role in the comparison of performance of regular and

bundle discounts. In apparel industry, customers not only value items differently, but

also the degree of difference in customer’s valuation of an item is also an important

factor. The standard deviation of valuations which is closely tied with how eccentric

(fashionable) or standard an item is can play a role in even the assortment the retailer

should carry [? ]. Our results complement this stream of literature by indicating

how an item’s eccentricity determines performance of markdown strategies.

For high-value items in the differentiation region, small standard deviation for

both items results in a majority of realized values concentrated around the mean

which are greater than the discounted price. Let’s assume a low σ1 and realized v1

in [p1 − δ1, p1]. For small values of σ2, the bundle discount will perform better than

regular discounts since there is a higher chance that v2 is in [pB − p1, p2 − δ2] which

coincides with region ’efg’ of figure 3.2(Note that if v2 > p2−δ2 there is no additional

bundling benefit since the customers will purchase both items with a regular discount
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(a) P=25.0 (b) P=100.0

(c) P=125.0 (d) P=175.0

Figure 3.3: Comparison of Quantity sold with Bundles vs. Regular Discounts

as well). But as σ2 increases, the chance of observing v2 < p2 − δ2 increases which

means that there will be more cases where the customers valuation for item 2 is

not high enough to rationalize purchasing it. Therefore, she will purchase item 1

with a regular discount but not item 2. And since her valuation for item 1 alone

is not greater than the regular price, she will not purchase anything with bundle

discount. In these cases, since the regular discount has higher probability of single-

item purchases because of availability of discounts, it provides a larger increase in

expected sales quantity. As a result, combination of standard (low σ) item with
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eccentric(high σ) items makes regular discounts more profitable than bundles when

the mean valuations are high in the differentiation region. Panel (b) of figure 3.3

shows the differences in expected sales quantity with bundle vs. regular discount for

normally distributed valuations with mean equal to 100 and high value with respect

to the price.

Opposite to the high-value items in differentiation region, bundling standard

and eccentric low-value items generates more purchases compared to regular discount

on the same items. The reason is that with low σ1 for item 1, there is a high density

of observed values in [pB−p2, p1−δ1], therefore there is a high chance that customer

does not purchase item 1. For small σ2 for the second item increases, probability

that customer’s valuation for item 2 is larger than p2 − δ2 is high (region ’aje’ of

figure 3.2), therefore with regular discounts, customer purchases item 2 but nothing

with bundles. However, as σ2 gets larger, the chance of observing high enough values

such that v1 + v2 > p1 + p2 − δ1 − δ2 increases as well ( region ’daec’ of figure 3.2)

which rationalizes purchasing both items with bundle discounts but only one item

with regular discounts. Note that although probability of observing low values is

also higher for larger σ2 values, since for such values customers’ behavior is similar

under bundle and regular discount (purchase nothing), only the high realizations

matter. Panel (c) of figure 3.3 shows the differences in expected sales quantity with

bundle vs. regular discount for normally distributed valuations with mean equal to

100 and low value with respect to the price.
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3.4.6 Expected Sales Quantity with Post-Purchase Valuation Up-

dates

In this section, we discuss how the post-purchase valuation updates for customer’s

purchases can impact performance of bundles and regular discounts. The post-

purchase valuation updates increase the overall heterogeneity in valuations post-

purchase. Therefore, it is important for the retailer to account for this additional

variation in valuation when bundling items together. For instance, we discussed the

importance of standard deviation of valuations for items with mean valuation in

the differentiation region. The added variability due to the post-purchase valuation

update may change the preference from one discount type to the other. In addition

to this, the correlation between post-purchase valuation updates, especially when

customer has purchased both items, can significantly impact this preference. For

example, when both items have low valuation standard deviation, bundling items

with negatively correlated ϵ1 and ϵ2 has a positive impact compared to offering

regular discount on these items. The reason for this is that although both items may

be purchased with either regular or bundle discounts, in case of high and negatively

correlated post-purchase valuation updates, the customer may return one of the

purchased items which received a negative update under regular discount if the

updated valuation falls short of paid price, but under bundles, if updated valuation

is at leas as high as the leveraged price (which is lower than paid price with regular

discount), the leverage effect of the second item can make customer keep both.

In case 1 of this section, we discussed that for items with mean valuation
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in the boundary region, bundles perform better (worse) than regular discounts for

high(low)-value items. In these cases, the first order effect of sales dominates the

potential improvement of bundling items with negatively-correlated post-purchase

valuation updates. Therefore, considering product returns does not significantly

change the preference between regular or bundle discounts. The numerical example

in figure 3.4 which assumes mean valuation equal to 100 for each item and standard

deviation for post-purchase valuation updates equal to 50 shows similar patterns to

panel (a) and (d) of figure 3.3 with both positive or negative correlation of post-

purchase valuation updates.

The more interesting case is for items with mean valuation in differentiation

region. As we discussed before, for high value items in the differentiation region,

bundles perform better when the valuations have similar standard deviation. As

this standard deviation increases, the benefit of bundles in increasing sales subsides.

Additionally, at sales stage, bundle of items with asymmetric standard deviations

(one with low and one with medium/high σ) performs worse than regular discount

on both items (panel (b) of figure 3.3). Considering the returns and post-purchase

valuation updates, we observe that bundling items with low standard deviation

of valuations with items with higher standard deviation is still better than offering

regular discounts on them, when the post-purchase valuation updates for these items

are negatively correlated. For instance, consider the two items with σ1 = 5 and

σ2 = 35 in panel (a) of figure 3.5 and panel (b) of figure 3.3. Considering only the

sales performance of these items, the retailer should offer regular discounts on these

items. But considering returns, the bundles actually outperform regular discounts.
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(a) P=25.0, σε1,ε2 = -0.9 (b) P=25.0, σε1,ε2 = 0.9

(c) P=175.0, σε1,ε2 = -0.9 (d) P=175.0, σε1,ε2 = 0.9

Figure 3.4: Comparison of Expected No. of Kept Items with Bundles vs. Regular
Discounts with Correlated Post-Purchase Valuations

In general, the negative correlation for post-purchase valuation updates for items

with high mean valuation in the differentiation region makes bundling attractive for

a wider range of items.

On the other hand for low-value items in the differentiation region, the retailer

should be more selective of items for bundling when they consider returns. More

specifically, due to increase in variability of post-purchase valuations, especially

when post-purchase valuation updates are positively correlated (panel (c) and panel

(d) of figure 3.5), bundling items with low and medium standard deviation is no
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longer profitable compared to offering regular discounts, although considering only

sales stage results, one might think otherwise.

(a) P=100.0, σε1,ε2 = -0.9 (b) P=100.0, σε1,ε2 = 0.9

(c) P=125.0, σε1,ε2 = -0.9 (d) P=125.0, σε1,ε2 = 0.9

Figure 3.5: Comparison of Expected No. of Kept Items with Bundles vs. Regular
Discounts

Therefore, considering returns can alter the decision about choosing regular or

bundle discount on an item, especially when the sales stage differences between reg-

ular and bundle discounts are slim. In the differentiation region, if the post-purchase

valuations are negatively correlated, items that in absence of return considerations

are not part of bundles are more likely to perform better with bundle discounts

when considering return implications. In contrast, when prices are larger than the
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mean valuation, and post-purchase valuation are positively correlated, items with

only-slightly higher sales improvement could be excluded from bundles, due to the

increased rate of entire-basket returns.

Our results highlights the importance of considering returns as a factor in de-

signing bundles. It is an additional layer of consideration when it comes to choosing

the items to include in bundles: it may alter the item choices that are made consider-

ing the purchase-stage valuations only and refine which items to choose considering

how their post-purchase valuation updates look like. For example, for high-value

items in the differentiation region, it is always better to include items with low and

similar standard deviations. Among all the items that satisfy this condition, bundles

are best suited for items that have post-purchase valuation updates with negative

correlation. In the remainder of this section, we will address how bundle and regular

discounts may perform differently for items that are complement or substitutes. The

insights from both purchase and post-purchase analysis remain true for these cases

as well with slight differences in formation of boundary and differentiation regions.

3.4.7 Comparison of Bundle and Regular Discounts with Comple-

mentary or Substitute Products

In previous sections, we established our insights for performance of bundle and regu-

lar discount assuming that items are neither complement nor substitutes. Following

the extant literature, we will consider an additional term in the customer’s utility

specification to accommodate complement or substitute items and discuss how each
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price markdown strategy will perform on these items. More specifically, we assume

that customer’s utility of purchasing both items 1 and 2 is v1 + v2 + v12 − p1 − p2,

where v12 is a constant value, independent from v1 and v2 realization. Negative

values of v12 indicate a substitutability relation between item 1 and item 2, whereas

positive values of v12 show complementarity.

Following the same procedure for customer’s purchase behavior, we can find

the differences in performance of bundle and regular discount. Figures 3.6 and 3.7

plots the regions for realized valuations for each item than can benefit regular or

bundle discounts for complementary and substitute items, respectively.

Figure 3.6: Comparison of Benefit of Bundle and Regular Discounts with Comple-
mentary Products

We replicate our analysis at Case 1 and case 2, with the difference that cus-

tomers drive additional utility for purchasing two complement items together and

experience negative valuation for purchasing two substitutes. The main intuition

and insights discussed for independent products apply here as well. In the case of

complemement items, note that since purchasing the two items together is associ-

ated with a positive additional utility term for the customer, the bundle discounts
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(a) v12 < δ1+2 (b) v12 ≥ δ1+2

Figure 3.7: Comparison of Benefit of Bundle and Regular Discounts with Substitute
Products

continue to perform well (under similar conditions for the standard deviation of

valuations as in case of independent items). The only difference is in the location

of boundary and differentiation region in the spectrum of customer’s valuations.

Two complement products naturally have leverage effect on each other even with-

out bundle discounts. Therefore, the boundary region consists of valuations lower

than leverage price, which for complement items is item’s price less the entire bun-

dle discount and less the additional utility term In addition to valuations exceeding

item’s price. The numerical examples for complement items along with substitute

items is presented in section B.2.1 and B.2.2 of the appendix.

When two items have a great degree of substitutablity, customers rarely pur-

chase them together, especially when the depth of discount is less than the disutility

of purchasing two substitute items together. In these cases, as shown in panel (b) of

figure 3.7, there is no differentiation region. Bundles only perform well when both

items are high-value items. For lower degrees of substituability, we observe patterns
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similar to independent case in the boundary and differentiation region.

3.5 Estimation of Customer’s Valuation for Product Categories

In section 3.4, we studied how the expected sales quantity before and after returns

can change depending on type of price discount on the items and how the differences

between regular and bundle discount can change based on the characteristics of

each item, such as mean valuation with respect to price and standard deviation

of valuations as well as its relation to the other items carried by the retailer. In

this section, using the data from our partner retailer, we will estimate customers’

valuation distribution for the offered category of items to validate our analytical

findings in an empirical setting and explain the differences in impact of bundle

discounts for different categories that we found in section 3.3.1.

Assume the retailer offers a set of category of items J . Customers have valua-

tion for each category denoted by vj drawn from a probability distribution function

fj(vj). We assume that the valuations for each category is Normally distributed

with mean µj and standard deviation σj. Customer’s decision about purchasing

category j is denoted by C(j) which takes on values in {0,1}, with 1 indicating pur-

chase including the category. Each customer can assemble a basket B from different

categories, B = {C(j)}, leading to 2J different basket combinations. Customer’s

utility for purchasing in category j, conditional on her choice in other categories can
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be written as

uj = vj − pj +
∑
k∈J

vjkC(k). (3.14)

vjk is a constant value representing the relation between different categories. Nega-

tive values of vjk show substitutability between categories j and k, whereas positive

values mean that these two categories are complements. We additionally assume

that the utility corresponding to customer’s no purchase decision is zero. In our

data set we only observe customers who have made a purchase. Therefore, we do

not have information about customers who have chosen the outside option. To

overcome this issue, we consider all the items in non-discounted set of items as

our outside option. This is a reasonable assumption. In our case, this technique

is useful since we are interested in evaluating the impact of markdown strategies

specifically on the items that do offer some sort of price discount and may not have

sales opportunity after markdown period.

Let x(j, b) = 1 if basket b includes category j and 0 otherwise. We can writethe

utility of purchasing basket b as

U(b) =
∑
J

x(j, b)vj −
∑
J

x(j, b)pj +
∑
k≤j

x(j, b)x(k, b)vjk + ϵb (3.15)

. ϵb is the unobserved random term which follows a type I extreme value distribution,

with mean zero.

Following the guidelines by Russell and Petersen [37], the unconditional pur-
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chase probability of basket B can be written as

Pr(B = b) =
exp(Ū(b))

1 +
∑

b∗ exp(Ū(b∗))
(3.16)

where

Ū(b) =
∑
J

x(j, b)vj −
∑
J

x(j, b)pj +
∑
k≤j

x(j, b)x(k, b)vjk (3.17)

and b∗ is the set of all possible basket combinations for J categories. This problem

can be viewed as customer’s choice where her options are the 2J basket combina-

tions. In our retailer’s setting, more than 88% of baskets include 2 or less items.

Therefore, in analyzing the customer’s basket assembly choices, we limit ourselves

to at most two purchases within or across categories. Note that our main purpose

for conducting this analysis is to understand the mechanisms leading to differential

impact of bundle and regular discounts, where the bundle discounts in our partner

retailer’s case require the customer to purchase two items with specific conditions.

As such, our decision to consider baskets with at most two items, not only does

not compromise our main insights, but also facilitates more efficient estimation and

follow-up analysis.

Similar to the analytical model in section 3.4, we assume that customers may

incur a post-purchase update εj to their valuation of purchased items which leads to

their keep or return decisions. We assume that the post-purchase valuation updates

are normally distributed with mean zero and standard deviation σε. For baskets
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with more than one item the post-purchase valuation updates may be correlated,

this correlation is denoted by σεj ,εk . For a one-item basket that includes category j,

customer’s decision can be characterised as:

maxU(R(b)) (3.18)

where

U(R(b)) =


vj − pj + εj + ξj Keep item j

0 + ξ0 return item j

(3.19)

ξj denotes a type I extreme value distribution with mean zero. For basket i composed

of two items in categories j and k, we model the customer’s post-purchase decision

as:

U(R(b)) =



vj + vk − pj − pk + εj + εk + ξboth keep both

vj − pj + εj + ξj keep item j

vk − pk + εk + ξk keep item k

0 + ξ0 return both

(3.20)

Given the equations above and letting R(b) denote the customer’s return decision

corresponding to basket b, the likelihood function can be written as follows:
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L(b, r; θ) =
∏
b

∏
r

Pr(B = b)Pr(R(b) = r|B = b) (3.21)

where

θ = (µ, σ, vjk, σε, σε,ε)

3.5.1 Estimation and Results

We estimate the customer’s valuation distribution as well as post-purchase valuation

updates using maximum likelihood estimation method and the outlined likelihood

function in equation 3.21. Since we are going to use the estimated parameters in

this section to validate the results of our analytical model, we use transactions in

the period prior to markdowns for our estimation.

Our estimated parameters for valuation and post-purchase valuation update

distributions are presented in table 3.4. First, we observe that pants category has

the highest mean valuation compared to the rest of the categories. Although the

pants category is the most expensive category our retailer sells, our data shows

relatively high sales volume for this category. So, as expected, the customers have

high valuation with respect to the price for this category. Our estimation also

shows negative estimated values for vjk term in the customer’s utility model. As

we discussed earlier, negative values of vjk show substitutability between the two

categories. It is worth mentioning that in fashion industry, such relation between
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Purchase Stage Return Stage
Category mean (µ) st.dev (σ) σε

Pants 157.09 97.68 134.23
Shirts 72.64 80.00 62.30
T-shirts 23.74 59.86 42.81
Polo 25.43 49.77 60.02
Cross-Category vjk σεj ,εk

Pants-Pants -81.12 0.04
Pants-Shirts -22.75 0.60
Pants-T-shirts -33.21 0.16
Pants-Polo -13.32 0.68
Shirts-Shirts -64.56 -0.03
Shirts-T-shirts -31.12 -0.14
Shirts-Polo -16.74 -0.11
T-shirts-T-shirts -32.14 -0.10
T-shirts-Polo -12.08 0.11
Polo-Polo -7.31 0.31

Table 3.4: Estimation of Purchase and Return Stage Parameters

different categories is quite normal for two major reasons. First, observing baskets

with one or two items is common in the industry. Second, customers may have

a budget for their fashion and clothing expenditures. As such, if a customer is

spending part of her budget to purchase one item at our partner retailer’s store, they

are less likely to purchase a second item, hence we observe substitutability amongst

the different categories. Although we find different categories to be substitutes,

the relative disutility of purchasing two items in the same category is higher than

the disutility of purchasing in two different categories. For instance, customers

have higher disutility for purchasing two pairs of pants or two shirts, compared to

purchasing a pair of pants and a shirt together.

In table 3.3 we found significantly higher impact of bundle discounts on in-

creasing the sales and reducing returns for pants category. Based on our estimations

as well as the information on depth of discount for this category and specifically

2FOR249 bundle, the bundle saving exceeds the disutility of purchasing two pants.
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Additionally, pants are the high-valued category for our partner retailer. Therefore,

as suggested by our analytical model and presented in panel (a) of figure 3.7, the

bundle discount for pants category has higher sales quantity compared to regular

discount. In addition, although it is positive, the correlation of post-purchase val-

uation updates for a basket including two pairs of pants is small. Therefore, the

bundle discount which would be lost in the event of returning a part of the bas-

ket prohibits customers from excessive returns and results in lower return rates for

purchases made with bundle discounts.

For the rest of the bundle types that the retailer employed during their mark-

down season we did not find any improvement in either sales quantity or return

rates with bundle discounts. First of all, these bundles excluded the high-value and

most popular category carried by the retailer which is the pants category. There-

fore, although a bundle discount might be available for purchasing a shirt and polo

together, customer’s tendency to purchase pants and shirts together is higher. This

can be deducted by evaluating the relative disutility of cross-category purchases for

each of the mentioned baskets. Additionally, for bundles 2FOR79, 2FOR99 and

2FOR179 our estimated mean valuations fall short of the required threshold for

better performance of bundles that we outlined in subsection ??. The asymmetry

in standard deviation of valuation distribution where one item has low standard

deviation with values concentrating above the specified threshold and hence making

bundles more attractive is not satisfied either. Since the first-order effect of bundles

which manifests itself in sales volume is not achieved using the bundle types other

than 2FOR249, we consequently do not find significantly higher impact of bundles
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on reducing returns compared to the regular discounts.

In section 3.6, we conduct counterfactual analysis with multiple bundles across

different categories. This analysis not only delivers insights on the best practice for

our partner retailer, but also on the importance of accounting for returns in mark-

down pricing strategies and designing the bundle assortments. We then consider

a hypothetical retailer who offers categories which have both complementary and

substitute relation at purchase stage and high correlation of post-purchase valua-

tion updates. We consider multiple price and discount levels and comment on the

profitability of different markdown pricing strategies and how retailers can achieve

a better balance between sales volume and loss of margin with bundle discounts.

3.6 Counterfactual Analysis and Managerial Insights

In previous sections we established a framework for customers choices amongst dif-

ferent categories and basket combinations and their post-purchase return decision.

In our analytical model, we also documented how offering bundle or regular discount

may change customers’ purchase and return decision in a world with 2 existing goods.

In this section, we explore customer’s choice amongst multiple categories, where we

use the valuation distributions estimated in section 3.5.1. We also explore how

the retailer’s profits is impacted by either markdown strategy and the significant

improvements they can achieve by considering product returns while designing the

markdowns. Note that our purpose of analysis in this section is not to come up with

recommendations on whether or not to offer any sort of discounts on a category but
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to shed light on the retailer’s best markdown strategy for a category, given that

they have already decided to include it in their markdown assortment.

We assume that each potential customer may choose between purchasing one-

or two-item basket combined of the four categories (pants, shirts, T-shirts and polo)

offered by the retailer. The price for each category is considered to be the same as

the mean price for each category in table 3.2. We further assume that the retailer

incurs zero cost for procurement of each category. This assumption does not change

our insights and recommendations for the retailer. Similar to the retailer’s practice,

we consider the regular discounts to be applicable on purchase of any quantity

of the discounted category whereas the bundle discount is only applied when the

customer purchases the specified categories. For instance, to be eligible for a bundle

discount offered on baskets with pants and shirts category, the eligible baskets must

include one item from pants and one item from shirts category or two items of either

category. We consider four different values for discount depth, namely 10%, 20%,

30% and 40%.

In the return stage, if customers return a part of basket that was eligible for

bundle discount, they lose the bundle discount, meaning that they have to pay a

higher price for the item they intend to keep, while under regular discounts, no

changes in price happens at return stage. The retailer may incur two different types

of costs associated with returned merchandise: (a) fixed cost per unit of returned

item including the staff hour requirements for cleaning, packaging and re-shelving

the returned items and (b) variable return cost including the loss in value of returned

merchandise due to limited sales possibility after being returned which is determined
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by the salvage value of returned items. We consider multiple values for both fixed

cost and salvage value . Since our results direction does not change with choice of

different values for these two parameters, we present the results using 20 TL cost for

fixed return cost and 0 for variable return cost which means that the financial loss in

an item’s value due to return is negligible. Note that the importance of considering

returns amplifies as the costs associated with processing returns increase. Our fixed

return cost choice is in line with the most cited costs in the news articles by major

retailers4.

We start our counterfactual analysis with a case where retailer decides to offer

category specific bundles and then expand to scenarios where customers may build

their basket across categories and still benefit from bundle. The results for this

analysis is presented in table 3.5. The reported numbers compare sales volume and

profit of offering a bundle discount on specified category (or categories) and regular

discount on the remaining categories to a case where all categories are regularly

discounted. The bundled categories are specified in the column labeled ”Bundle

combination”. We consider two different settings for comparison of performance of

bundle vs. regular discount. First, we compare the gross sales quantity and profit

based on sales only. We then provide the more accurate comparison, based on net

sales and profit after returns which highlights the shortcomings of decisions based

on sales stage only.

Category Specific Bundles: As expected, the bundle discount for pants category

increases sales volume by a larger factor compared to regular discount and is more

4https://www.axios.com/2021/12/28/gift-returns-2021-returning-items-amazon
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profitable compared to regular discounts. According to our estimation results in

table 3.4, pants category is a high-value category and expected to portray larger

increase in sales volume under bundle discount. For high value categories such

as pants the additional improvement in net sales quantity is not much different

from gross sales quantity, however, the profit increase, when the returns and their

associated costs are factored in, is significant. For instance, according to sales stage

results, a 40% bundle discount has an additional improvement in profit compared

to regular discounts, whereas the actual improvement is 11.1%. For shirts, polo and

T-shirts category, since the price is relatively high compared to mean valuation for

these categories, we do not observe increase in sales quantity for bundle discounts,

however, due to higher margin per item sold for bundles, bundle discounts have

higher profit even for these categories in comparison to regular discounts. In general,

if the retailer wants to choose only one category to offer bundle discounts, our

recommendation based on lift in profits would be pants category.

Cross Category Bundles: As we mentioned before, our partner retailer has of-

fered bundle discounts across categories. We examine the performance of bundles

which allow customers to assemble their baskets across up to two categories and dis-

cuss how the retailer should think about pairing different categories. The baseline

for our comparisons, once again, is the case where retailer offers regular discounts

on all categories.

Our results in table 3.5 suggests that allowing bundles across pants and shirts

category has the highest lift in sales quantity and profits. Since pants are a high

value category, pairing this category with other low-value categories creates a higher
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Improvement in Improvement in
Expected Sales Quantity Expected Profit

Bundle Considering Discount Depth Discount Depth
combination returns 10% 20% 30% 40% 10% 20% 30% 40%
Pants + Pants No 0.0 0.7 1.4 1.7 2.2 4.7 6.8 8.0

Yes 0.0 0.7 1.6 2.0 2.6 5.6 8.7 11.1
Shirts + Shirts No -0.7 -1.0 -1.0 -1.2 0.9 1.8 2.7 3.6

Yes -0.7 -1.0 -0.9 -1.0 1.0 2.0 3.3 4.8
Tshirt + Tshirt No -0.4 -0.7 -0.9 -1.0 0.6 1.0 1.4 2.0

Yes -0.4 -0.7 -0.9 -1.0 0.6 1.1 1.5 2.2
Polo + Polo No -0.8 -1.1 -1.2 -1.3 0.2 0.6 1.1 1.4

Yes -0.7 -1.0 -1.1 -1.1 0.3 0.7 1.4 1.9
Pants + Shirts No 1.2 2.8 4.1 4.2 4.2 7.7 10.0 10.6

Yes 1.3 3.0 4.6 5.0 4.9 9.4 13.3 15.9
Pants+ Tshirt No 1.0 2.4 3.3 3.4 2.7 4.9 6.3 6.5

Yes 1.1 2.5 3.6 3.9 3.2 6.0 8.5 10.1
Pants + Polo No 0.3 1.2 2.2 2.3 2.8 5.6 7.6 8.1

Yes 0.4 1.4 2.7 3.0 3.5 6.9 10.2 12.3
Shirt + Tshirt No -0.4 -0.4 -0.6 -1.1 1.4 2.3 3.0 3.5

Yes -0.4 -0.4 -0.3 -0.7 1.7 2.8 4.1 5.4
Shirt + Polo No -0.7 -1.0 -0.9 -1.3 1.2 1.9 2.8 3.1

Yes -0.7 -0.9 -0.7 -1.0 1.4 2.4 3.7 4.7
Tshirt + Polo No -0.8 -1.3 -1.7 -2.0 0.6 1.1 1.5 2.2

Yes -0.8 -1.2 -1.5 -1.8 0.8 1.5 2.1 3.2
Pants + Shirt & No 0.7 2.5 4.3 4.9 4.9 9.0 11.5 12.1
Polo + Tshirt Yes 0.8 2.8 5.0 5.8 5.8 11.1 15.4 18.0
Pants + Shirt + No 4.1 7.5 9.2 8.6 5.1 8.1 9.0 7.7
Polo + Tshirt Yes 4.3 8.0 10.1 9.8 6.1 10.4 13.1 13.7
All numbers are percentages

Table 3.5: Comparison of Single- and cross-Category Bundles vs. Regular Discount
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lift in sales, as suggested by our analytical model. Bundles excluding the pants

category, do not perform as well as regular discounts due to the items being low

value with respect to their prices. Therefore, a cross-category bundle on pants and

shirts not only is superior to the other cross-category bundles, but also is a preferred

strategy compared to single-category bundle on pants, given both net sales volume

and return-adjusted profit.

We also evaluated the bundle across the remaining two categories, T-shirts and

polo. The profit lift associated with T-shirts and Polo bundle seems to be almost as

large as the profit lift for T-shirt-only bundle; however, when correctly accounting

for returns, the cross category bundle of T-shirts and Polo performs better than

single-category bundle on these two categories which highlights the importance of

considering returns in designing the bundle assortments.

We also considered the case where the retailer offers a bundle across all 4

categories (all-inclusive bundle) vs offering 2 separate bundles simultaneously, one

for pants and shirts, and one for T-shirts and Polo (2-by-2). Depending on discount

depth, and accounting for returns, our recommendation differs. The flexibility in

assembling basket for low discount rate is a key determinant in better performance

of all-inclusive bundles in terms of net sales quantity. However, at high discount

rate, the profit margin for 2-by-2 bundles is higher (since purchasing Pants and

Polo together for example will not have any discounts) and therefore, at medium to

high discount rates (20% and higher), we recommend the retailer not to include all

categories in the same bundle.

The performance comparison of bundle and regular discount we just discussed,
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Bundle Type Discount Category TL value of
Depth Pants Shirts T-shirt Polo Returns (M)

Pants + Shirt& 10% -3.3% -4.1% 1.1% 0.6% -0.2
Polo + Tshirt 20% -7.7% -8.6% -0.2% -0.7% -0.6

30% -14.9% -16.4% -0.8% -2.5% -1.2
40% -19.2% -23.0% -0.6% -3.4% -1.5

Pants + Shirt + 10% -7.1% -8.2% -4.9% -5.3% -1.0
Polo + Tshirt 20% -13.2% -14.5% -9.8% -11.7% -1.7

30% -19.8% -21.3% -17.7% -17.3% -2.2
40% -24.1% -29.1% -28.7% -23.1% -2.6

Table 3.6: Comparison of return rate and its economic impact for bundle vs. regular
discount

assumed that the variable return cost is negligible. Although our results and insights

is not impacted by this assumption, it is valuable to learn how the product return

rates and the monetary value of returned merchandise compares between the bundle

discount and regular discount. Table 3.6 documents the difference in product return

rate of each category and the TL value of returned merchandise when they were

included in the specified bundle type compared to the case where the retailer offered

regular discount across all categories. Based on our results, bundles, of course when

they are designed carefully with considering returns, lead to higher sales, and on

top of that they have lower returns. For the all-inclusive bundle with 10% discount,

the return rate decreases by 5.3% to 8.2% for different categories which accounts

to an additional 1 million TL worth of items kept by the customer. The benefit of

bundling as opposed to regular discount rises to 2.6 million TL, for further discount

depth at 40%. Items purchased with bundle are less likely to be returned and due

to this, although bundles sell more units, the return value for bundles is less than

regular discount.
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3.7 Managerial Insights and Conclusion

Our estimation of customer’s valuation distribution parameters in section 3.5.1

shows substitute relation for all categories. Moreover, the correlation between post-

purchase valuation updates is fairly small for majority of categories. In this section,

we consider a hypothetical retailer who offers four categories named A, B, C and D

which have both complementary and substitute relation and exhibit stronger cor-

relation for post-purchase valuation updates. Additionally, we consider two sets

of uniform prices for different categories, 60TL and 100TL referred to as low and

high price 5 respectively, so that we can disentangle the effect of category valua-

tion, return-stage correlations as well as purchase-stage relation between different

categories, without being concerned with one more varying factor amongst different

categories.

Figure 3.8 presents the parameters we used for customer’s valuation distribu-

tion and choices of different baskets. Mean and stdev are the mean and standard

deviation of valuations for each category (the standard deviation of post-purchase

valuation updates for each category is half the standard deviation of valuation dis-

tribution value for that category). The green- and red-colored numbers on the

arcs between different nodes show the additional utility of purchasing items in each

category together, with positive numbers showing complementarity and negative

numbers showing substitutability between categories. We assume that categories A

and D are neither substitutes nor complements. Lastly, the blue-colored numbers

5It is worth noting that our labeling of these prices as low and high are with respect to the
high-value category.
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which are within rectangles show the correlation of post-purchase valuation updates

for the pair of categories. We first consider the low price of 60TL for all categories.

Figure 3.8: Parameter Setting for Hypothetical Retailer Counterfactual Analysis

With low prices, the market share for the retailer is relatively high. Therefore, of-

fering a deep discount cuts deep into the profits. At low discount rates (10-20%),

offering an all-inclusive bundle improves the sales quantity more than regular dis-

counts. However, this is not profitable to the retailer because of loss in margin. At

these discount rates, the retailer’s choice based on gross sales TL value as well as

net sales (adjusted for returns), must be the 2-by-2 bundle on either A + B and

D + C categories or on purchases comprised of A + C and B + D 6. as noted in

table 3.7. Although A + C and B + D bundle has similar gross sales performance,

due to positive correlation of return updates between A and C, and B and D, this

bundle is not as A + B & C + D bundle. This result is in-line with our insights

in section 3.4.6 which suggests that bundling items with negatively-correlated re-

turn updates is preferred to items with positively-correlated return updates. This

is mainly driven by the fact that for positively correlated return updates, customers

6Under A + B & D + C bundle, purchasing categories A and B together and D and C together
qualifies for bundle discount but purchasing across these pairs, e.g. A and D does not satisfy the
bundle condition
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may end up returning both items in the basket if the updates have low realization

of values whereas with negatively correlated updates, there is a higher chance that

customer has sufficiently high valuation update for at leas one of the items such that

that she prefers to keep the entire basket and benefit from bundle discount.

At deeper discounts (30-40%), since the profit margin is low, before adjusting

for returns the recommendation to the retailer would be to offer a single-category

bundle on their high-selling category, A, since it is the high-value category and

customer’s purchase of this category is not highly impacted by the discount on

single unit purchases. Therefore, by only slight difference in sales volume, the re-

tailer can sell pants at higher prices which translates into higher margins and more

profit. However, when considering returns, bundling the pair of categories that have

negatively-correlated return updates, turns out to be more profitable and provide

the retailer with higher net sales, making the A + B & C + D the preferred choice

overall.

For high prices and discount rates less than or equal to 30%, the best action for

the retailer is to offer all-inclusive bundles. In these prices, the retailer can benefit

from the higher sales lift of all-inclusive bundles which compensates for the loss in

per-item margin. The lift in sales in the high prices case and the mentioned discounts

is the primary driver of the optimal bundle assortment. For deeper discount at

40%, at first glance the gross sales for offering bundle instead of regular discount on

category A seems to be more profitable since the retailer can benefit from higher

margin on their most popular category. However, the net sales value for an all-

inclusive bundle shows a larger improvement through reducing the return rates for
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Improvement in Improvement in
Expected Sales Quantity Expected Profit

Bundle Considering Discount Depth Discount Depth
combination returns 10% 20% 30% 40% 10% 20% 30% 40%
A + A No -0.27 -0.34 -0.36 -0.38 2.22 4.79 7.62 10.84

Yes -0.21 -0.29 -0.26 -0.24 2.34 4.92 7.81 11.07
B + B No -0.33 -0.48 -0.59 -0.64 0.98 2.09 3.18 4.34

Yes -0.35 -0.56 -0.65 -0.72 0.92 1.90 2.97 4.09
C + C No -0.41 -0.54 -0.63 -0.59 0.93 2.11 3.39 4.77

Yes -0.50 -0.77 -0.92 -0.91 0.77 1.70 2.79 4.04
D + D No -0.56 -0.86 -1.05 -1.13 0.82 1.92 3.12 4.40

Yes -0.69 -1.13 -1.40 -1.54 0.61 1.46 2.46 3.50
A + B No -0.04 -0.15 -0.24 -0.37 1.95 3.62 5.26 6.90

Yes 0.23 0.39 0.57 0.55 2.62 4.89 7.09 9.02
A+ C No -0.13 -0.15 -0.24 -0.25 1.90 3.88 5.60 7.15

Yes -0.03 0.00 -0.04 0.06 2.26 4.39 6.26 8.04
A + D No -0.43 -0.74 -0.97 -1.14 2.29 4.80 7.56 10.67

Yes -0.13 -0.26 -0.33 -0.42 2.81 5.57 8.51 11.66
B + C No -0.67 -0.91 -1.09 -1.19 2.03 4.64 7.44 10.62

Yes -0.70 -1.11 -1.26 -1.33 1.90 4.11 6.74 9.76
B + D No -0.27 -0.40 -0.44 -0.54 1.71 3.49 5.17 6.60

Yes -0.54 -0.77 -0.81 -0.89 1.39 3.02 4.59 5.94
C + D No -0.47 -0.59 -0.71 -0.72 1.48 3.15 4.80 6.53

Yes -0.47 -0.61 -0.70 -0.69 1.60 3.31 5.00 6.71
A + B & No -0.20 -0.14 0.13 0.19 3.27 5.93 7.50 8.43
C + D Yes -0.03 0.45 1.12 1.52 4.13 7.67 10.29 12.04
A + C & No -0.25 -0.16 0.15 0.22 3.52 5.99 7.18 8.07
B + D Yes -0.40 -0.17 0.47 0.86 3.60 6.44 8.39 9.88
A + B + No 1.12 1.62 1.78 1.57 1.54 2.10 2.13 1.78
C + D Yes 1.80 2.97 3.60 3.61 3.21 5.20 6.19 6.35

Table 3.7: Comparison of Single- and cross-Category Bundles vs. Regular Discount
with Hypothetical Retailer and Low Prices
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all purchased pairs that have negative correlations with category A. The question

that comes to mind is that why not to offer two-by-two bundle for 40% discount,

since the retailer can better control for return-stage correlation of items. The answer

is the first order effect of sales at high prices. Opposite to what we observe in medium

and low prices, although enforcing a two-by-two bundle provides a higher margin

compared to all-inclusive bundle, the sales quantity deficiency results in lower gross

sales and contributes to lower net sales.

It is worth mentioning that bundling items which are perfect (or strong) sub-

stitutes, as in the case of categories B and C does not improve the sales quantity as

much as a bundle which includes complement items, for example categories B and

D. Although these categories have similar prices and distribution of valuation, the

difference in sales quantity arises due to the fact that the bundle discount required

to persuade customer to purchase two substitute items is much higher whereas with

complement items, even without the discount, purchasing in one category subsi-

dizes purchase in the complementing category. Therefore, in terms of sales volume,

bundling complement categories is a better approach compared to substitutes.

Designing markdown strategy for retailers comprises of different stages of de-

cision making, such as choice between bundle or regular discount, assortment of

items to bundle and depth of discount. In previous discussions, we talked about

how ignoring returns can lead to suboptimal decisions and loss of profitability up to

4%. Our analysis also shows that ignoring returns can lead to choosing suboptimal

discount depth. Figure 3.9 plots the retailers profit for three different bundles we

discussed for the hypothetical retailer with price equal to 100. We find that ignor-
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Improvement in Improvement in
Expected Sales Quantity Expected Profit

Bundle Considering Discount Depth Discount Depth
combination returns 10% 20% 30% 40% 10% 20% 30% 40%
A + A No -1.33 -1.97 -2.03 -1.79 1.46 3.14 5.06 7.46

Yes -1.22 -1.54 -1.37 -1.16 1.72 3.82 6.02 8.34
B + B No -1.97 -2.89 -3.07 -2.35 -0.92 -1.02 -0.59 0.48

Yes -1.86 -2.88 -3.18 -2.49 -0.91 -1.23 -1.04 -0.07
C + C No -2.07 -3.17 -3.26 -2.79 -1.02 -1.27 -0.73 0.11

Yes -1.92 -3.01 -3.15 -2.84 -0.93 -1.29 -0.92 -0.32
D + D No -2.12 -3.26 -3.88 -3.95 -1.12 -1.50 -1.59 -1.14

Yes -2.27 -3.52 -4.15 -4.14 -1.38 -1.96 -2.14 -1.66
A + B No -0.66 -0.65 -0.68 -0.63 1.64 2.93 3.63 4.00

Yes -0.42 0.06 0.66 1.34 2.41 4.69 6.39 7.62
A+ C No -0.66 -0.94 -1.03 -1.08 1.65 2.70 2.98 3.20

Yes -0.79 -0.71 -0.29 -0.08 1.83 3.54 4.63 5.16
A + D No -1.43 -2.31 -2.87 -3.61 1.48 2.73 3.57 4.16

Yes -1.21 -1.45 -1.29 -1.41 1.94 4.03 5.79 7.14
B + C No -4.16 -6.41 -7.05 -6.33 -1.97 -2.35 -1.46 0.51

Yes -3.80 -5.91 -6.38 -5.54 -1.77 -2.27 -1.41 0.48
B + D No -2.81 -4.16 -4.19 -3.48 -1.16 -1.45 -1.05 -0.04

Yes -3.01 -4.40 -4.54 -3.73 -1.49 -1.88 -1.65 -0.66
C + D No -2.85 -3.55 -3.78 -3.33 -1.18 -0.83 -0.35 0.52

Yes -2.84 -3.69 -3.69 -3.09 -1.17 -0.97 -0.26 0.76
A + B & No -3.07 -2.43 -1.29 0.10 0.60 2.47 3.47 3.74
D + C Yes -2.82 -1.92 0.18 2.68 1.49 4.41 7.19 9.20
A + C & No -3.07 -2.49 -1.30 0.10 0.58 2.49 3.31 3.72
D + B Yes -3.28 -3.18 -1.32 0.64 0.67 2.36 4.26 5.63
A + B + No 2.38 4.47 4.84 4.16 3.75 5.63 5.05 4.39
D + C Yes 2.35 5.26 7.09 7.49 4.66 8.23 10.03 10.20
All numbers are percentages

Table 3.8: Comparison of Single- and cross-Category Bundles vs. Regular Discount
with Hypothetical Retailer and High Prices

ing returns does not significantly impact the proposed discount depth for regular

discount; however, for bundle discounts, the optimal discount depth increases from

15% to 25% when the retailer takes the returns into account. This further discount

improves the retailer’s profit by 2.2%. Together, product returns construct a sig-

nificant component of the retailer’s profit and considering them at the design of

markdown strategies can improve the profit by up to 6%.
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(a) Regular Discount (b) A + C & D + B

(c) A + B & D + C (d) A + B + C + D

Figure 3.9: Comparison of Optimal Discount Depth with and without Returns
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Appendices

A.1 Propensity Score Matching: Bias Reduction and P-Score Statis-

tics

(a) Bias Reduction (b) P-scores Overlap Before
Matching

(c) P-scores Overlap After
Matching

Figure A1: Propensity Score Matching Statistics

A.2 Validation of Control Groups

A.2.1 Validation of Control Group: Number of Orders

We individually test the hypothesis of parallel trends between the number of or-

ders in the control group and each of the intervals (0, τlow), [τlow, τhigh), [τhigh, 1.5τhigh)

and [1.5τhigh, 2τhigh), over the period starting from May 1st 2014 to Nov 30th 2014

which coincides with retailer’s HL policy.

Figure A5 provides graphical evidence of parallel trends between the log-

number of orders in the control group and orders of different size intervals. We
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formally test for parallel trends using the model specified by

NumOrderso,m,t =α0 + αtweekt + αcontrolDNumOrdersControl,m,t

+ αtrendweekt ×DNumOrdersControl,m,t + γm + ϵo,m,t, (22)

where NumOrderso,m,t denotes the number of orders purchased in week t and in

market m that fall in interval

o ∈ {(0, τlow), [τlow, τhigh), [τhigh, 1.5τhigh), [1.5τhigh, 2τhigh), [2τhigh,∞)}. weekt cap-

tures a week’s index since the start of our study period i.e., weekt = 1 denotes

the first week of our study period. DNumOrdersControl,m,t is a dummy variable

which indicates whether an observation belongs to the control group (≥ 2τhigh). γm

controls for market fixed effects. The coefficient of interest is αtrend which captures

the difference in trend of orders’ growth between the control and treatment groups.

Table A2 reports the estimation results obtained using a matched sample. We find

an insignificant estimate of αtrend with each of the order intervals. Thus, we fail to

reject parallel trends between our control group and the studied order-size intervals.

As a further test for the validity of the control group used above, we show that

the number of orders in our control group is not significantly affected by the CFS

policy terms during the LL, HL, and HH regimes, after controlling for temporal trend

and market fixed effects. Specifically, we estimate the model specified in Eq (23)

below.

NumOrdersControl,m,t = α0 + α1HLt + α2HHt + α3weekt + γm + ϵt,m. (23)
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Coefficients of interest are α1 and α2 that captures any change in the number of

orders in the control groupNumOrdersControl,m,t in HL and HH regimes compared to

that in the LL regime. Table A3 shows the estimation results. We find insignificant

estimates of both α1 (= −0.0617) and α2 (= −0.0779). Thus, we fail to reject

any difference in the number of orders in our control group across the three policy

regimes.

A.2.2 Validation of Control Group: Return Propensity

We take a similar approach to Appendix A.2 in order to validate our use of

average return propensity of orders greater than 2τHigh as a control for temporal

changes in return propensity of a generic order. We re-estimate Equation 22 and 23,

by modifying the dependent variablesNumOrderso,m,t andNumOrdersControl,m,t by

Returno,m,t and ReturnControl,m,t which are the average return propensity of orders

in interval o and control interval during week t in market m, respectively. Table A4

report results of the parallel trends test obtained using a matched sample.. We find

an insignificant estimate of αtrend with each of the order intervals. Thus, we fail to

reject parallel trends between average return propensity of our control group and

the studied order-size intervals.

Furthermore, based on the estimation results in Table A5, we fail to reject any

significant difference in the average return propensities of the control group orders

across the three CFS policies.
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A.3 Comparison of the Assortment and Prices across CFS policy

periods

In this section, we compare the three CFS policy periods and test if the retailer

changed any other attributes that might affect customer response and, as a result,

bias our estimation of the effect of CFS policy on customer behavior. To this end

we look at the assortment and prices set by the retailer.

A.3.1 Using the number of new SKUs being introduced over time

The assortment offered changes frequently for our retailer as is expected for

a fashion focused company. The website offers new products regularly. We test

if certain policy periods had a higher or lower introduction of new products. We

do so by computing the number of new SKU’s (Stock Keeping Units) introduced

in each week. We then use the following regression to find out any correlation in

policy periods and new SKU’s offered while accounting for a linear time trend. The

regression model is given by,

NewSKUt = α0 + α1HLt + α2HHt + α3t+ εt, (24)

where t denotes the number of full weeks since December 23, 2014. The estimated

model is presented in Table A6. We see that none of the CFS policy coefficients as

well as the linear time trend variable is statistically significant. This suggests that

the retailer did not change its assortment offerings in conjunction with the CFS
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policies.

Furthermore, we supplement the above analysis with Figure A2 which plots

the weekly log number of new SKU’s introduced. This again suggests that there is

little variation in the retailer’s new products introduction pattern over time and it

does not vary considerably across policy periods.

A.3.2 Using the Average Price of Available SKUs Over Time

It is possible that the retailer offered lower or higher prices in certain CFS

policy periods which could conflate with our estimated CFS policy effects. To test

for this, we compute the average price of all of the offered products for each week

and regress it on CFS policy periods and a linear time trend. We determine offered

products and prices based on sales data. However, it is possible that certain offered

products have no sales. To prevent from this possibility affecting our measure, we

consider a product is offered between the first and last observed sale of the product.

In similar vein, we update the offered price of a product with its each observed sale

and the corresponding sale price. The regression model we use is

AvgPricet = α0 + α1HLt + α2HHt + α3t+ εt, (25)

where t denotes the number of full weeks since December 23, 2014 and AvgPricet

is the average price of all SKUs available in week number t.

The estimated model is presented in Table A7. We find that there is no

statistically significant correlation between CFS policy periods and average price of
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products offered. In addition, there is no linear trend in these average prices.

Similar to previous analysis, we supplement the analysis with Figure A3 which

plots the weekly average prices of available products. This again suggests that

there is little variation in the average price trend over time and it does not change

considerably across the policy periods.

A.4 Robustness Tests for Customers Order-Padding Behavior

A.4.1 An alternate estimation using the first HL policy period: 2014-

11-10 to 2014-12-21

In this section, we use data from the first HL policy phase—for the time period

of 2014-11-10 to 2014-12-21—which is prior to the LL policy period. We re-estimate

the structural model in Section 2.4.2. This test allows us to check robustness of

our findings on the following two aspects. (1) First, we test for sensitivity of our

structural model results to temporal and seasonal effects. It is conceivable that

customers’ purchasing patterns shifts over time or in different seasons. This, in

turn, may confound with our identification of customers’ order-padding or order-

abandonment behavior. By using HL data from time period that is different from

the main analysis, we check if this is the case. (2) Second, we test if our estimates

are sensitive to the specific-order in which the policies are implemented. In the past,

scholars have documented that customers’ behavior may vary depending on reference

effects [24, 38, 39]. In our context, it means that customers being subjected to an LL
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policy prior to HL policy might respond differently than in the reverse sequencing

scenario. Once again, by using the prior HL policy time period observations we are

able to test for robustness of our estimates to the presence of such reference effects.

Panel (a) in Table A8 reports the estimation results of this test. The marginal

effects induced by these estimates are reported in Table A9, Panel (a). Reassuringly,

we find that these estimates are almost identical to estimates of our main analysis

(Tables 2.2 and Table 2.3 of the main paper).

A.4.2 Timing of LL policy introduction

LL policy was introduced in the month of December. Though, as discussed in

the paper, the festival seasons in India are varied and present pretty much all around

the year, there can still be a concern regarding a lenient policy coming into place in

the month of December given it being a holiday and travel period around the world.

In this section, we test whether our results are sensitive to this LL policy’s timing

aspect. To do so, we focus on the LL policy data from 2015-01-15 onwards i.e., we

discard the end-December and early-January period of the LL regime which overlaps

with the holiday period. We call this post-holiday LL policy period. We re-estimate

our structural model using the post-holiday LL observations. Panel (b) in Table A8

and Table A9 respectively report the estimation results and corresponding marginal

effects of this test. We find that these estimates are very similar to the estimates of

our main analysis (Table 2.2 and Table 2.3 of the main paper). Thus, our findings

are robust to an endogeniety concern regarding the timing of LL policy.
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A.4.3 Alternate Model with Linear padding and leave probabilities

In this section, we test for robustness of our estimates to the customer choice

model in Section 2.4.2. Following the approach of Cachon et al. [6] and Jin et al.

[7] we specify a linear order-padding. Further, to reflect the order-abandonment

behavior observed in our retailer’s context, we model order-abandonment as a lin-

ear probability of the shipping fee and an order’s distance from the threshold. A

customer first decides whether she wants to abandon her order. Next, conditional

on not abandoning, the customer decides whether to purchase the initial order and

pay the shipping fee or pad the order. Formally, we define the abandon, pay, and

pad probabilities as follows

PPm(abandon; di, τ, f) = max{0, βPm
0 + βPm

1 f + βPm
2 (τ − di)} (26)

PPm(pad|no abandon; di, τ, f) = max{0, αPm
0 + αPm

1 f − αpad
2 (τ − di)} (27)

PPm(pay|no abandon; di, τ, f) = 1− PPm(pad; di, τ, f). (28)

The estimates for this model and induced marginal effects are presented respectively

in Table A10 and Table A11. We find that these estimates are comparable to the

estimates of our main analysis (see Table 2.2 and Table 2.3 of the main paper).

Thus, we find that our results are not sensitive to the particular choice of customer

demand model. Further, our focal model displays better fit to the data as compared

to the above linear probability model in terms of all of the fit statistics we consider

(log-likelihood, AIC, BIC, KL divergence). For the above (our focal) model, the
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log-likelihood is -1.432 (-1.164), AIC is 2.863 (2.328), BIC is 2.864 (2.329) (all in 106

scale); the KL divergence for LL period is 0.062 (0.057), HL period is 0.065 (0.055),

HH period is 0.074 (0.068).

A.5 Robustness of Return Model

In our main analysis, we control for an order’s size impact on return propensity

by including log(OrderSize) as a control variable. We test whether our estimates of

bubble purchase is sensitive to this choice. Specifically, we re-estimate Eq 2.7 with

a quadratic control in OrderSize, in place of log(OrderSize). Table A12 reports

results of this robustness test.

Furthermore, in our main analysis, we compute padding propensities assuming

order size as a continuous measure. We test if our estimates are sensitive to this

padding propensity computation choice. So, instead of using order sizes as is, we

discretize them in range of 50 (also 100) and then re-estimate Eq 2.7 with interac-

tion of HL and HH policies with padding probability in these discretized intervals.

The results for this robustness test (50 INR increments: columns 1-4, 100 INR incre-

ments: columns 5-8) is reported in Table ??. We find that the tests give comparable

estimates as to that of main analysis (see Table 2.4 of the main paper).

A.6 Calculation of Bubble Purchases Share

In this section, we present our procedure of calculating the share of bubble

purchases in padded orders, x, using estimates of with-pickup markets from Table
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2.4. We refer to order-padding instances with real demand as non-bubble purchases.

We make the following two assumptions: (A1) the probability of a padded order

being a bubble or a non-bubble purchase is independent of the its size; and (A2),

to derive a conservative estimate of x, we assume that all bubble purchases are

returned with certainty i.e., bubble purchases’ return propensity is 100%. As we

show below, if bubble purchases’ return propensity is less than 100% (for e.g., when

a customer decides to keep last minute impulse additions) then the share of bubble

purchases would be higher than our estimate of x.

Let C ∈ {HL,HH} denote the CFS policy and jC(s) denote the padded

orders’ size PDF under policy C. All the probabilities below are conditional on

orders being padded, unless mentioned otherwise. Let ys be the average increase

in the return propensity of padded orders of size s as compared to non-padded

orders of size s. Thus, the average increase in return propensity of padded orders,

compared to non-padded orders, is given by y =
∫
s
ys · jC(s) · ds. Our return

model analysis provides an estimate of y. For example, as reported in Table 2.4,

for with-pickup markets, the average increase in padded orders’ return propensity

is 13.1% and 16.1% in the HL and HH regimes respectively (the average increase

for padded orders’ return propensities in HL and HH is 10.6 percentage points and

13.6 percentage points larger than the 2.5% increase in LL policy. The 13.1% and

16.1% reflects the overall increase including the base effect of 2.5%). Note that

this average increase is a weighted average of return propensities of bubble and

non-bubble purchases among the padded orders. Formally, we express ys using x as,
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x · P (Return|s, bubble, C) + (1− x) · P (Return|s, non-bubble, C)

= ys + P (Return|s, non-padded, C). (29)

Using A1 and the fact that

P (Return|s, non-bubble, C) = P (Return|s, non-padded, C), we re-write Eq 29 as

x · P (Return|s, bubble, C)− x · P (Return|s, non-padded, C) = ys. (30)

Next, using A2, we integrate the both sides of Eq 30 over jC(s) to compute x as

x =
y

1− P (Return|non-padded, C)
, (31)

where P (Return|non-padded, C) =
∫
s
P (Return|s, non-padded, C)jC(s)ds and y =∫

s
ysjC(s)ds. We obtain P (Return|s, non-padded, C) from our return model analy-

sis.

We note that, conditional on an order being padded, the distribution of order

size is the same in both the HL and HH policies. This follows from thresholds in

both policies being the same and our modeling procedure where the amount that a

padded order overshoots the threshold is independent of their natural demand size

(as in Cachon et al. [6] and Jin et al. [7]).

We follow the above procedure to compute share of bubble purchases among
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DV: NumOrders Coefficient Std. Error
Intercept 8.387*** 1.389
Above ×I(Pm = 0) -1.527** 0.452
HL×Below×I(Pm = 0) -6.291 0.478
HL×Above×I(Pm = 0) 3.296*** 0.443
HH×Below×I(Pm = 0) -7.586*** 0.451
HH×Above×I(Pm = 0) 4.353*** 0.451
Above×I(Pm = 1) -1.208* 0.488
HL×Below×I(Pm = 1) -8.236*** 0.507
HL×Above×I(Pm = 1) 5.132*** 0.505
HH×Below×I(Pm = 1) -10.417*** 0.575
HH×Above×I(Pm = 1) 6.775*** 0.564
NumOrdersControl 1.1132*** 0.016
Market fixed effects Yes
Adj. R2 0.802
Number of observations 6984
. p<0.10, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

Table A1: Preliminary analysis of order-padding and -abandonment Behavior (over
matched sample)

Order Size Interval
< τlow [τlow, τhigh) [τhigh, 1.5τhigh) [1.5τhigh, 2τhigh)

DV:Number of Orders coefficient std. error coefficient std. error coefficient std. error coefficient std. error
Intercept 1.348* 0.510 3.535 0.646 4.764*** 0.879*** 3.379*** 0.612
week 0.065* 0.030 0.223*** 0.038 0.416*** 0.052*** 0.215*** 0.036
DNumOrdersControl 2.832*** 0.722 0.645 0.914 -0.584 1.243 0.801 0.865
week ×DNumOrdersControl 0.133 0.093 0.075 0.054 -0.119 0.103 0.083 0.066
Market fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Adj. R2 0.696 0.641 0.644 0.671
Number of observations 12804 12804 12804 12804
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

Table A2: Testing the parallel trends assumption for number of orders in control
and each of the other order-size intervals (over matched sample)

the padded orders for the matched-sample analysis in Section 4.3. Using the esti-

mates from Table 4, we compute

P (Return|non-padded,HL) = P (Return|non-padded,HH) = 13.1%. Substituting

it in Eq 31, with y as 13.1% and 16.1% for the HL and HH regimes, we obtain x as

15.1% and 18.5% respectively for the HL and HH regimes.

A.7 All Appendix Tables and Figures
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NumOrders Coefficient Std. error
Intercept 17.370*** 2.494
HL -1.872 3.316
HH -2.214 3.973
week -0.045 0.092
Market fixed effects Yes
Adj. R2 0.753
Number of observations 3492
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

Table A3: Impact of CFS Policy on Number of Orders in the Control Group (over
matched sample)

Order Size Interval
< τlow [τlow, τhigh) [τhigh, 1.5τhigh) [1.5τhigh, 2τhigh)

DV:Avg. Ret. Propensity coefficient std. error coefficient std. error coefficient std. error coefficient std. error
Intercept 0.053*** 0.006 0.087*** 0.005 0.117*** 0.005 0.121*** 0.005
week 0.000 0.000 -0.001* 0.000 -0.001* 0.000 0.000 0.000
ReturnControl 0.110*** 0.008 0.077*** 0.007 0.046*** 0.007 0.042*** 0.007
week ×ReturnControl -0.001 0.001 -0.001 0.001 -0.001 0.001 -0.001 0.002
Market fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Adj. R2 0.211 0.207 0.223 0.183
Number of observations 12804 12804 12804 12804
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

Table A4: Testing the parallel trends assumption for return propensity in control
and each of the other order-size intervals (over matched sample)

DV:ReturnControl coefficient std. error
Intercept 0.138*** 0.005
HL 0.005 0.006
HH 0.009 0.011
Week -0.001 0.001
Adj. R2 0.190
Number of observations 3492
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

Table A5: Impact of CFS policy on the average return rate of the control group
orders (over matched sample)

Figure A2: Number of new SKU’s offered weekly (over matched sample)
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DV: NewSKU coefficient std. error
Intercept 9.747*** 0.321
HL -0.013 0.487
HH -0.115 0.345
week -0.030 0.178
Adj. R2 0.027
Number of observations 18
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

Table A6: Impact of CFS policy on the number of SKUs introduced weekly (over
matched sample)

Figure A3: Average weekly price of available SKUs (over matched sample)

DV: AvgPrice coefficient std. error
Intercept 1033.031*** 4.747
HL -4.356 14.683
HH -4.906 8.525
week 0.401 1.024
Adj. R2 0.033
Number of observations 18
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

Table A7: Impact of CFS policy on the weekly average price of SKUs (over matched
sample)

Natural Padded amount
Paying utility Padding utility

demand over τ
k1 θ1 k2 θ2 β0 β1 α0 α1

Panel (a): Using the first HL Period

pickup=0
Mean 2.409 515.635 1.960 152.647 1.613 4.214 0.000 0.806
Std. Error 0.003 0.052 0.001 0.052 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.003

pickup=1
Mean 2.459 511.850 1.800 167.813 1.555 5.508 0.000 0.884
Std. Error 0.002 0.050 0.001 0.049 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.002

Panel (b): Using Post-Holiday LL Period

pickup=0
Mean 2.231 543.474 1.928 145.183 1.626 5.486 0.000 1.056
Std. Error 0.008 0.055 0.007 0.052 0.003 0.007 0.006 0.009

pickup=1
Mean 2.231 562.488 1.752 175.048 1.638 5.231 0.000 0.791
Std. Error 0.004 0.056 0.004 0.051 0.002 0.007 0.004 0.005

Table A8: Estimates for customer demand model over alternate LL and HL time
periods (over matched sample)
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Average Average Average pad probability Average drop probability Total drop
natural padded for natural demand< τ for natural demand< τ probability

LL HL HH LL HL HH LL HL HH
Panel (a): Using the first HL period

pickup=0
mean 1242.284 758.022 0.196 0.131 0.157 0.385 0.297 0.366 0.061 0.136 0.167
std. error 1.073 3.756 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001

pickup=1
mean 1258.677 301.665 0.226 0.147 0.180 0.450 0.348 0.429 0.068 0.156 0.192
std. error 1.108 1.295 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001

Panel (b): Using Post-Holiday LL period

pickup=0
mean 1212.797 279.554 0.198 0.124 0.154 0.468 0.358 0.446 0.084 0.172 0.214
std. error 1.220 1.112 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001

pickup=1
mean 1255.552 306.412 0.216 0.139 0.172 0.438 0.337 0.418 0.074 0.155 0.192
std. error 1.208 1.184 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001

Table A9: Marginal effects for customer demand model over alternate LL and HL
time periods (over matched sample)

Initial Padded amount
Padding prob. Drop rate

demand over τ

k1 θ1 k2 θ2 αpad
0 αpad

1 αpad
2 βabandon

0 βabandon
1 βabandon

2

pickup=0
Mean 2.4121 522.6403 1.5991 189.4625 0.0993 0.0017 0.0002 0.0495 0.0004 0.0007
std. error 0.0024 0.0330 0.0031 0.0314 0.0010 0.0004 0.0001 0.0003 0.0000 0.0001

pickup=1
Mean 2.4267 521.9426 2.0626 149.6733 0.1528 0.0022 0.0004 0.1846 0.0003 0.0005
std. error 0.0026 0.0327 0.0031 0.0274 0.0009 0.0004 0.0001 0.0003 0.0000 0.0001

Table A10: Estimates for customer demand model with linear padding probability
specification (over matched sample)

Avg. initial
demand

Avg. padded
amount over τ

Avg. padding prob.
for natural demand < τ

Avg. drop prob. for
natural demand < τ

Total drop prob.

LL HL HH LL HL HH LL HL HH

Pickup=0
mean 1260.311 303.182 0.192 0.135 0.182 0.220 0.386 0.407 0.034 0.174 0.183
std. dev. 1.042 1.661 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.000 0.001 0.001

Pickup=1
mean 1266.589 308.743 0.222 0.144 0.208 0.286 0.387 0.400 0.043 0.173 0.178
std. dev. 1.096 1.830 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.001

Table A11: Marginal effects for customer demand model with linear padding prob-
ability specification (over matched sample)

Figure A4: Parallel trends visual analysis for number of orders in different order size
intervals (over matched sample)
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DV: Return
Coefficient Std. Error Marginal Effect Std. Error
(1) (2) (3) (4)

HL×I(Pm = 0) -0.016 0.092 -0.001 0.008
HH×I(Pm = 0) -0.021 0.093 -0.002 0.009
P (Pm=0)(pad)× I(Pm = 0) 0.208 0.893 0.019 0.082
HL× P (Pm=0)(pad)× I(Pm = 0) 0.057 0.874 0.005 0.080
HH × P (Pm=0)(pad)× I(Pm = 0) 0.079 0.856 0.007 0.079
HL× I(Pm = 1) 0.042 0.047 0.004 0.004
HH × I(Pm = 1) 0.038 0.048 0.004 0.004
P (Pm=1)(pad)× I(Pm = 1) 0.272 0.448 0.025 0.041
HL× P (Pm=1)(pad)I(Pm = 1) 0.988* 0.406 0.091* 0.037
HH × P (Pm=1)(pad)I(Pm = 1) 1.402*** 0.405 0.129*** 0.037
OrderSize† 1.033*** 0.055 0.095*** 0.005
(OrderSize†)2 -0.172*** 0.012 -0.016*** 0.001
ReturnControl 0.035 0.046 0.003 0.004
Market fixed effects Yes
LLR p-value 0.000
Number of observations 206150
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001
† Number reported in 103 scale

Table A12: Impact of CFS policy on bubble purchases with a quadratic specification
of order size control (over matched sample)

Figure A5: Parallel trends visual analysis for return propensities in different order
size intervals (over matched sample)

Model Log-likelihood† AIC† BIC† KL Divergence
LL HL HH

M1: Threshold Effects on Choices -1.981 3.961 3.961 0.08 0.098 0.086
M2: M1 + Fee Effects on Choices -1.299 2.599 2.599 0.057 0.063 0.077
M3: M2 + Loss of Below-τ Orders -1.164 2.328 2.329 0.057 0.055 0.068
†Numbers reported in 106 scale

Table A13: Goodness of fit statistics for alternate customer demand models (over
matched sample)
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(a) LL M1 model (b) LL M2 model (c) LL M3 model

(d) HL M1 model (e) HL M2 model (f) HL M3 model

(g) HH M1 model (h) HH M2 model (i) HH M3 model

Figure A6: QQ plot based model fit comparison for order size distribution across
customer demand models (over matched sample)
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B.1 Derivation of Expected Number of Kept Items for Each Discount

Type

We will illustrate how the expected number of items the customer keeps is

impacted by the discount type, conditional on their purchase. Let Y bundle and

Y regular denote the number of kept items with bundle and regular discount.

E(Y .) = E(Y .|single item)P (single item) + E(Y .|two items)P (two items) (32)

The first (second) term in the equation above is the expected number of kept items

conditional on purchase of a single (both) item(s). As it can be observed in panel (b)

and (c) of figure 3.1, customer purchases and keeps one item if both her purchase and

post-purchase valuation falls in regions labeled as ”I1 only” or ”I2 only”. If the post-

purchase valuation for item 1 is less than the paid price, then the customer returns

this item. Similar arguments can be made for customer’s decision for purchases

of both items. If both purchase and post-purchase valuations fall in the region

labeled as ”I1&I2”, then she purchases and keeps both items resulting in 2 units

in expected sales. But if the post purchase valuation updates are such that the

updated valuation falls in ”I1 only” or ”I2 only” region, then the expected sales

quantity is 1.

We start with considering the bundle discounts and then will expand equation
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32 for regular discounts.

E(Y bundle|single item)P (single item)

= P (v1 + ϵ1 > p1|v1 > p1, v2 < p2 − δ1 − δ2)P (v1 > p1, v2 < p2 − δ1 − δ2)

+ P (v2 + ϵ2 > p2|v1 < p1 − δ1 − δ2, v2 > p2)P (v1 < p1 − δ1 − δ2, v2 > p2) (33)
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The return decision for purchase of both items can be driven in a similar manner.

E(Y bundle|two items)P (two items)

=
[
P (v1 + ϵ1 > p1, v2 + ϵ2 < p2 − δ1 − δ2|

v1 > p1 − δ1 − δ2, v2 > p2 − δ1 − δ2, v1 + v2 > p1 + p2 − δ1 − δ2)

+ P (v1 + ϵ1 < p1 − δ1 − δ2, v2 + ϵ2 > p2|

v1 > p1 − δ1 − δ2, v2 > p2 − δ1 − δ2, v1 + v2 > p1 + p2 − δ1 − δ2)

+ 2× P (v1 + ϵ1 > p1 − δ1 − δ2, v2 + ϵ2 > p2 − δ1 − δ2,

v1 + v2 + ϵ1 + ϵ2 > p1 + p2 − δ1 − δ2|

v1 > p1 − δ1 − δ2, v2 > p2 − δ1 − δ2, v1 + v2 > p1 + p2 − δ1 − δ2)
]
.

P (v1 > p1 − δ1 − δ2, v2 > p2 − δ1 − δ2, v1 + v2 > p1 + p2 − δ1 − δ2)

=

∫ p

p−δ1−δ2

∫ ∞

pB−v1

[ ∫ p−δ1−δ2−v2

−∞

∫ ∞

p−v1

g1(ϵ1)g2(ϵ2)dϵ1dϵ2

+

∫ ∞

p−v2

∫ p−δ1−δ2−v1

−∞
g1(ϵ1)g2(ϵ2)dϵ1dϵ2

+ 2

∫ p−v2

p−δ1−δ2−v2

∫ ∞

pB−v1−v2−ϵ2

g1(ϵ1)g2(ϵ2)dϵ1dϵ2

]
f(v1, v2)dv2dv1

+

∫ ∞

p−δ1−δ2

∫ ∞

p

[ ∫ p−δ1−δ2−v2

−∞

∫ ∞

p−v1

g1(ϵ1)g2(ϵ2))dϵ1dϵ2

+

∫ ∞

p−v2

∫ p−δ1−δ2−v1

−∞
g1(ϵ1)g2(ϵ2)dϵ1dϵ2

+ 2

∫ p−v2

p−δ1−δ2−v2

∫ ∞

pB−v1−v2−ϵ2

g1(ϵ1)g2(ϵ2)dϵ1dϵ2

]
f(v1, v2)dv2dv1

× P (v1 > p− δ1 − δ2, v2 > p− δ1 − δ2, v1 + v2 > p1 + p2 − δ1 − δ2) (34)

The first and second term within brackets in equation 34 calculate the expected
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number of purchases where customer keeps only one item. The third term is the

expected number of items when customer keeps both items. Similar to bundles, we

can calculate the expected number of kept items with regular discounts conditional

on customer’s initial purchase.

E(Y regular|single item)P (single item)

= P (v1 + ϵ1 > p1 − δ1|v1 > p1 − δ1, v2 < p2 − δ2)P (v1 > p1 − δ1, v2 < p2 − δ2)

+ P (v2 + ϵ2 > p2 − δ2|v1 < p1 − δ1, v2 > p2 − δ2)P (v1 < p1 − δ1, v2 > p2 − δ2)

=

∫ ∞

p−δ

∫ ∞

p−δ−v1

g1(ϵ1)f1(v1)dϵ1dv1.

∫ p−δ

−∞
f2(v2)dv2

+

∫ ∞

p−δ

∫ ∞

p−δ−v2

g2(ϵ2)f2(v2)dϵ2dv2.

∫ p−δ

−∞
f1(v1)dv1 (35)

For the initial purchase of both items we have

E(Y regular|two items)P (two items)

=
[
P (v1 + ϵ1 > p1 − δ1, v2 + ϵ2 < p2 − δ2|v1 > p1 − δ1, v2 > p2 − δ2)

+ P (v1 + ϵ1 < p1 − δ1, v2 + ϵ2 > p2 − δ2|v1 > p2 − δ1, v2 > p2 − δ2)

+ 2P (v1 + ϵ1 > p1 − δ1, v2 + ϵ2 > p2 − δ2|v1 > p1 − δ1, v2 > p2 − δ2)
]
.

P (v1 > p1 − δ1, v2 > p2 − δ2)

=

∫ ∞

p−δ

∫ ∞

p−δ

[ ∫ p−δ−v2

−∞

∫ ∞

p−δ−v1

g1(ϵ1)g2(ϵ2)f1(v1)f2(v2)dϵ1dϵ2

+

∫ ∞

p−δ−v2

∫ p−δ−v1

−∞
g1(ϵ1)g2(ϵ2)f1(v1)f2(v2)dϵ1dϵ2

+ 2

∫ ∞

p−δ−v2

∫ ∞

p−δ−v1

g1(ϵ1)g2(ϵ2)f1(v1)f2(v2)dϵ1dϵ2

]
dv2dv1. (36)
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Equations 3.7 and 33 through 36, alongside with figure 3.2 highlights the

importance of valuation and post-purchase valuation update distribution charac-

teristics as well as price and depth of discount on each item in determining the

performance of either price markdown strategy.

B.2 Numerical Example for Purchase-Stage Comparison of Bundle

and Regular Discounts with Different Mean Valuation for Items

Assume σ1 = σ2 = 100. In this case, we study how the mean of valuation distribution

impacts the comparison between performance of regular and bundle discount.

Figure A7 plots the resulting values for equation 3.7 when the valuations are

independently and Normally distributed with similar standard deviation. As it

can be observed, depending on magnitude of the price, bundles performance in

comparison to regular discounts might be different.

Bundle discounts will outperform the regular discounts if the majority of real-

ized values for both items exceed the single-item discounted price or if the summa-

tion of majority of realized valuations exceeds the bundle price. In other words, if

the mean of valuation distributions satisfies these conditions, the bundle purchases

outperform regular discount. When prices are low, bundle of items with medium to

high average valuations perform better than regular discounts for the same items.

Additionally, the difference between bundles and regular discounts sales lift is larger

for bundles comprising of items with both high and low mean valuation. Since one

item (with high mean valuation) in the bundle has larger valuations, it can subsidize
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the customer’s choice of the low valuation item. It is as if customer is purchasing

the high value item without any discount, since she has high realized valuation for

it, instead she assigns all the bundle benefit (δ1+2) to the low mean-valuation item.

Similar valuation realizations with regular discount will result in purchase of the

highest valued item only. More specifically, the condition for customer purchasing

a bundle is:

1.2.3.1. v1 > p1 − δ1 − δ2

2. v2 > p2 − δ1 − δ2

3. v1 + v2 > p1 + p2 − δ1 − δ2

However, with regular discounts, the item with low valuation realization that

does not exceed P −δ does not have a chance of being purchased. As prices increase

though, the third condition becomes tighter and therefore the bundles with both high

and medium valuations (panel (b) and (d) of figure A7) have the highest additional

sales with respect to regular discounts.

B.2.1 Numerical Example with Complementary Items with µ1 =

µ2 = 100, v12 = 50 and 10% Discount

B.2.2 Numerical Example with Substitute Items with µ1 = µ2 =

100, v12 ∈ {−5.0,−50.0} and 10% Discount

The results for this analysis is plotted in figures A9 and A10
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(a) P=25.0 (b) P=100.0

(c) P=125.0 (d) P=175.0

Figure A7: Comparison of Quantity sold with Bundles vs. Regular Discounts with
Independent Normal Distributions Distribution
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(a) P=25.0 (b) P=100.0

(c) P=125.0 (d) P=175.0

Figure A8: Comparison of Quantity sold with Bundles vs. Regular Discounts with
Complementary Items
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(a) P=25.0 (b) P=100.0

(c) P=125 (d) P=175.0

Figure A9: Comparison of Quantity sold with Bundles vs. Regular Discounts with
Substitute Items and v12 = −5
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(a) P=25 (b) P=100

(c) P=125 (d) P=175

Figure A10: Comparison of Quantity sold with Bundles vs. Regular Discounts with
Substitute Items and v12 = −50
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